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NON-ARCHIMEDEAN INTEGRALS AS LIMITS OF
COMPLEX INTEGRALS
by
Antoine Ducros, Ehud Hrushovski & Franc¸ois Loeser
Abstract. — We explain how non-archimedean integrals considered by Cham-
bert–Loir and Ducros naturally arise in asymptotics of families of complex integrals.
To perform this analysis we work over a non-standard model of the field of complex
numbers, which is endowed at the same time with an archimedean and a non-
archimedean norm. Our main result states the existence of a natural morphism
between bicomplexes of archimedean and non-archimedean forms which is compatible
with integration.
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1. Introduction
1.1. — A. Chambert-Loir and A. Ducros recently developed a full-fledged theory of
real valued pp, qq-forms and currents on Berkovich spaces which is an analogue of the
theory of differential forms on complex spaces [CLD]. Their forms are constructed
as pullbacks under tropicalisation maps of the “superforms” introduced by Lagerberg
[Lag12]. They are able to integrate compactly supported pn, nq-forms for n the
dimension of the ambient space (the output being a real number) and they obtain
versions of the Poincare´-Lelong Theorem and the Stokes Theorem in this setting.
Their work is guided throughout by an analogy with complex analytic geometry. The
aim of the present work is to convert the analogy into a direct connection, showing
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how the non-archimedean theory appears as an asymptotic limit over of one-parameter
families of complex (archimedean) forms and integrals.
One way to view a family of complex varieties as degenerating to a non-archimedean
space is to consider the hybrid spaces first introduced by V. Berkovich [Ber09] to
provide a non-archimedean interpretation of the weight zero part of the mixed Hodge
structure on the cohomology of a proper complex variety. For some other recent
applications of hybrid spaces, see [BJ17] [Fav] [dMKY].
The approach we follow in this paper is somewhat different. We work over an
algebraically closed field C containing C, which is a degree 2 extension of a real
closed field R containing R and is endowed at the same time with an archimedean
non-standard norm |¨| : C Ñ R` and with a non-archimedean norm |¨|5 : C Ñ R`
that essentially encapsulates the “order of magnitude” of |¨| with respect to a given
infinitesimal element which should be thought of as a “complex parameter tending to
zero”. This presents the advantage of working on spaces that have at the same time
archimedean and non-archimedean features and allows to be able to compare directly
archimedean constructions and their non-archimedean counterparts. The fields R and
C are constructed using ultrapowers. The field R was introduced by A. Robinson in
[Rob73], with the explicit hope that it will be useful for asymptotic analysis; see
also [LR75]. It was brought to good use in [KT04] following the fundamental work
of work of van den Dries and Wilkie [vdDW84], who have reformulated Gromov’s
theory of asymptotic cones of metric spaces [Gro81] using ultrapowers.
A long-term motivation for our work is the famous conjecture by Kont-
sevich and Soibelman [KS01] [KS06] relating large scale complex geometry
and non-archimedean geometry. Roughly speaking the conjecture describes
the Gromov-Hausdorff limit of a family of complex Calabi-Yau varieties with
maximal degeneration in terms of non-archimedean geometry. We refer to
[GW00][GTZ13][GTZ16][Oda17][OO18][Sus] for some recent results in that
direction. Note that our results involve a renormalization in powers of log |t| which
corresponds to what appears naturally when considering volume forms on Calabi-Yau
varieties with maximal degeneration. From a model theoretic perspective, this is
related to considering measures on certain definable sets over the value group, in
contrast to [BO04], where measures are reduced to the residue field.
1.2. — The construction of the field C goes as follows. Fix a non-principal ultrafilter
U on C containing all the neighbourhoods of the origin and consider the ultrapowers
˚C “ śtPCˆ C{U and ˚R “ śtPCˆ R{U . We say an element patq in ˚C, resp. ˚R,
is t-bounded if for some positive integer N , |at| ď |t|´N along U . Similarly, it is
said to be t-negligible if for every positive integer N , |at| ď |t|N along U . The set of
t-bounded elements in ˚C, resp. ˚R, is a local ring which we denote by A, resp. Ar,
with maximal ideal the subset of t-negligible elements which we denote by M, resp.
Mr. We now set C :“ A{M and R :“ Ar{Mr. The field R is a real closed field and
C » Rpiq is algebraically closed. The norm | ¨ | : ˚C Ñ ˚Rě0 induces an R-valued
norm | ¨ | : C Ñ Rě0.
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1.3. — Any usual smooth function ϕ : U Ñ R defined on some semi-algebraic open
subset U of Rn induces formally a map Up˚Rq Ñ ˚R which is still denoted by ϕ.
Allowing ourselves to compose these functions (which arise from standard smooth
functions) with polynomial maps (which might have non-standard coefficients), we
define for every smooth, separated ˚R-scheme X of finite type a sheaf of so-called
smooth functions for the (Grothendieck) semi-algebraic topology on Xp˚Rq, which we
denote by C8X . The natural inclusion map fromXp˚Rq into the (underlying set of) the
scheme X underlies a morphism of locally ringed sites ψ : pXp˚Rq,C8X q Ñ pX,OXq,
and we can define the sheaf of smooth p-forms on Xp˚Rq by A pX :“ ψ˚ΩpX{˚R. One
has for every p a natural differential d: A pX Ñ A p`1X . We now assume X is of pure
dimension n, and that Xp˚Rq is oriented. Let ω be a smooth n-form on some semi-
algebraic open subset U of Xp˚Rq, and let E be a semi-algebraic subset of U whose
closure in U is definably compact. Choosing a description of pX,U, ω,Eq through a
“limited family” pXt, Ut, ωt, Etqt, it is possible to define the integral
ş
E
ω as the class
of the sequence pş
Et
ωtqt in ˚R.
1.4. — We now move from ˚R to R, seeking to show that smooth functions, smooth
forms and their integrals remains well-defined on R.
Let ϕ : U Ñ R be a usual smooth function defined on some semi-algebraic open
subset U of Rn. Under some boundedness assumptions on ϕ (which are for in-
stance automatically fulfilled if ϕ is compactly supported, or more generally if all its
derivatives are polynomially bounded), the induced function ϕ : Up˚Rq Ñ ˚R in turn
induces a map UpRq Ñ R, which we again denote by ϕ.
For instance, the map log|¨| from Cˆ » R2ztp0, 0qu is smooth and satisfies the
boundedness conditions alluded to above; it thus induces a map log|¨| : Cˆ Ñ R,
which enables us to endow the field C with a real-valued non-archimedean norm
| ¨ |5 : C Ñ Rě0 as follows. For any z belonging to Cˆ, one checks that the norm
of log |z|
log |t| is bounded by some positive real number in R. One can thus consider its
standard part α “ std
´
log |z|
log |t|
¯
P R. Fixing τ P p0, 1q Ă R, one sets |z|5 :“ τα, so that
|z|5 “ |t|α5 . With this non-archimedean norm the field C is complete (even spherically
complete, cf. [Lux76]).
We repeat the procedure used in 1.3: allowing ourselves to compose the functions
defined at the beginning of 1.4 (which arise from standard smooth functions) with
polynomial maps (which might have non-standard coefficients), we define for every
smooth, separated R-scheme X of finite type a sheaf of so-called smooth functions for
the (Grothendieck) semi-algebraic topology on XpRq, which we denote by C8X . There
is a natural morphism of locally ringed sites ψ : pXpRq,C8X q Ñ pX,OXq. One then
sets A pX :“ ψ˚ΩpX{R and one has for every p a natural differential d: A pX Ñ A p`1X .
Assume now X is of pure dimension n and oriented. A substantial part of Section
3 is devoted to the construction of an R-valued integration theory on XpRq.
1.5. Proposition. — Integration theory on XpArq descends to XpRq.
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Namely, to a semi-algebraic subset K of XpRq, with definably compact definable
closure, and a smooth n-form ω on a semi-algebraic neighborhood of K in XpRq,
we assign an integral
ş
K
ω which is an element of R. This is achieved in 3.25 by
reducing to the case when X is liftable. Independence from the lifting follows from
the fact, proved in Proposition 3.18, that the integrals obtained from two different
liftings coincide up to a t-negligible element. A preliminary key statement in that
direction is provided by Proposition 3.7 which states that if D is a semi-algebraic
subset of p˚Rqn contained in Anr , the volume of D is t-negligible if and only if the
image of D in Rn through the reduction map is of dimension ď n´ 1.
1.6. — Assume from now on that X is a smooth C-scheme of finite type and of pure
dimension n. One defines similarly the integral
ş
K
ω of a complex-valued pn, nq-form
ω defined in a semi-algebraic neighborhood of a semi-algebraic subset K of XpCq,
assuming that there exists a semi-algebraic subset K 1 of K with definably compact
closure such that ω vanishes on KzK 1. Set λ :“ ´ log |t|. We construct in 4.5.2, for
p ě 0, q ě 0, a Zariski-sheaf Ap,q of (a skewed version of) Dolbeault-like forms on X .
To get a flavor of how sections of Ap,q look like, take U an open subset of X and
a family pf1, . . . , fmq of regular invertible functions on U . For each subset I, resp. J ,
of t1, . . . , nu of cardinality p, resp. q, take a smooth function ϕI,J on Rm. The form
ω “ 1
λp
ÿ
I,J
ϕI,J
ˆ
log|f1|
λ
, . . . ,
log|fm|
λ
˙
dlog|fI | ^ darg fJ
(with dlog|f |I standing for the wedge product dlog|fi1 | ^ . . .^ dlog|fip | if i1 ă i2 ă
. . . ă ip are the elements of I, and similarly for darg fJ) is an example of a section of
A
p,q on U .
For technical reasons we are led to introduce a larger class of forms which have the
advantage of being more flexible: sections of Ap,q are locally of the form
ω “ 1
λp
ÿ
I,J
ϕI,J
ˆ
log|f1|
λ
, . . . ,
log|fm|
λ
˙
dlog|fI | ^ darg fJ
where pf1, . . . , fmq are regular functions, where I, resp. J , is running through the
set of subsets of t1, . . . , nu of cardinality p, resp. q, and where the functions ϕI,J
satisfy certain conditions in addition of being smooth ensuring good behaviour when
approaching the zero locus of some of the functions fi. In particular they vanish
around every point px1, . . . , xmq of pRYt´8uqm such that xi “ ´8 for some i P IYJ ,
and dlog|fi| or darg fi can actually appear only around points at which fi is invertible.
These conditions reduce to smoothness away from the locus where some fi vanishes.
There exist natural differentials d : Ap,q Ñ Ap`1,q and d7 : Ap,q Ñ Ap,q`1 mapping
respectively a form
1
λp
ϕ
ˆ
log|f1|
λ
, . . . ,
log|fm|
λ
˙
dlog|fI | ^ darg fJ
to
1
λp`1
ÿ
1ďiďm
Bϕ
Bxi
ˆ
log|f1|
λ
, . . . ,
log|fm|
λ
˙
dlog|fi| ^ dLog|fI | ^ darg fJ .
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and to
1
λp
ÿ
1ďiďm
Bϕ
Bxi
ˆ
log|f1|
λ
, . . . ,
log|fm|
λ
˙
darg fi ^ dlog|fI | ^ darg fJ .
Here the map d is the usual differential, and d7 is designed to switch modulus and
argument, see 4.1.2; it turns out to be analogous to the operator dc of complex analytic
geometry.
1.7. — We now describe the non-archimedean counterparts of the previous construc-
tions. Let us denote by Xan the Berkovich analytification of the scheme X and set
λ5 :“ ´ log |t|5. We construct in 4.5.3 for each p ě 0, q ě 0, a Zariski-sheaf Bp,q on
Xan whose sections, locally for the Zariski-topology of X , are pp, qq-smooth forms in
the sense of [CLD] of the form
ω “
ÿ
I,J
ϕI,J plog|f1|5, . . . , log|fm|5qd1 log|fI |5 ^ d2 log|fJ |5
where pf1, . . . , fmq are regular functions, where I, resp. J , is running through the set
of subsets of t1, . . . , nu of cardinality p, resp. q (with d1 log|fI |5 standing for the wedge
product d1 log|fi1 |5 ^ . . .^ d1 log|fip |5 if i1 ă i2 ă . . . ă ip are the elements of I, and
similarly for d2 log|fJ |5), and where each ϕI,J satisfies conditions similar to those in
the definition of Ap,q. These conditions reduce to smoothness when the functions fi
do not vanish, and ensure good behaviour when approaching the zero locus of some
of the fi’s. In particular the functions ϕI,J vanish around every point px1, . . . , xmq of
pR Y t´8uqm such that xi “ ´8 for some i P I Y J and d1 log|fi|5 or d2 log|fi|5 can
actually appear only around points at which fi is invertible.
Sections of the sheaves Bp,q are always pp, qq-forms in the sense of Chambert-Loir
and Ducros [CLD], despite the fact that the definition of Chambert-Loir and Ducros
involves only invertible functions fi, while ours allow the functions fi to vanish. The
reason for this apparent discrepancy is that the definition of Chambert-Loir and
Ducros is local for the Berkovich topology while we work with the Zariski topology
(see Remark 4.6). In our case, requiring the functions fi to be invertible would be
too stringent in general for the existence of enough global sections.
1.8. — Our main result, Theorem 4.13, states that the two sheaves of bi-graded
differential R-algebras A‚,‚ and B‚,‚ on the site XZar, consisting respectively of non-
standard archimedean and non-archimedean forms, are compatible in the following
sense:
1.9. Theorem. — There exists a unique morphism of sheaves of bi-graded differ-
ential R-algebras A‚,‚ Ñ B‚,‚, sending a non-standard archimedean form ω to the
non-archimedean form ω5, such that if ω is of the form
ω “ 1
λ|I|
ϕ
ˆ
log|f1|
λ
, . . . ,
log|fm|
λ
˙
dlog|fI | ^ darg fJ ,
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with f1, . . . , fm regular functions on a Zariski-open subset U of X, I and J subsets
of t1, . . . ,mu, and ϕ a quasi-smooth function, then
ω5 “
1
λ
|I|
5
ϕ
ˆ
log|f1|5
λ5
, . . . ,
log|fm|5
λ5
˙
d1 log|fI |5 ^ d2 log|fJ |5.
Furthermore, we also prove in Theorem 4.13 that the mapping ω ÞÑ ω5 is compatible
with integration. A special case of that compatibility can be stated as follows:
1.10. Proposition. — Assume that ω is an pn, nq-form defined on some Zariski
open subset U of X and that its support is contained in a definably compact semi-
algebraic subset of UpCq, then the form ω5 on Xan is compactly supported,
ş
UpCq|ω|
is bounded by some positive real number in R and
std
˜ż
UpCq
ω
¸
“ p2πqn
ż
Uan
ω5,
with std standing for the standard part.
Compatibility with integration is used in an essential way in proving that the
mapping ω ÞÑ ω5 is well defined. Indeed it allows us to use a result of Chambert-
Loir and Ducros ([CLD], Cor. 4.3.7) stating that, in the boundaryless case, non-
zero forms define non-zero currents. A key point in the proof of compatibility with
integration is to show that the non-archimedean degree involved in the construction
of non-archimedean integrals in [CLD] actually shows up in the asymptotics of the
corresponding archimedean integrals.
We conclude the paper with a very concrete corollary of our main theorem, ex-
pressing limits in the usual sense of complex integrals depending on a parameter in
terms of non-archimedean integrals.
Acknowledgements. — The authors would like to thank Alex Wilkie for proposing
the current version of the proof of Lemma 3.5, which is much simpler than the original
proof.
Both A.D. and F.L. were partially supported by ANR-15-CE40-0008 (De´fige´o) and
by the Institut Universitaire de France.
2. The general framework
2.1. — We shall use in this paper basic facts and terminology from Model Theory,
which can be found for instance in the books [Mar02] and [TZ12]. We shall in
particular make use of the theory doag of non-trivial divisible ordered abelian groups,
the theory rcf of real closed fields, and the theory acvf of algebraically closed non-
trivially valued fields. Both doag and rcf are examples of o-minimal theories.
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2.2. — We fix a non-principal ultrafilter U on the set C of complex numbers; we
assume that it converges to 0, which means that every neighborhood of the origin
belongs to U (the case of a non-principal ultrafilter U on some sequence converging
to 0 would suffice for our present purpose). Note that since U is not principal,
t0u R U ; as a consequence, every punctured neighborhood of 0 also belongs to U .
2.3. Convention. — Unless otherwise stated, when we introduce a “sequence” patqt
the parameter t is always understood as running through some set belonging to U
(e.g., a small punctured disc centered at the origin), which we shall usually not make
explicit. We shall allow ourselves to shrink this set of parameters when necessary
(without mentioning it), for instance if we work with finitely many sequences and
need a common set of parameters.
If we work with some sequence pMtqt of sets and then consider a sequence patqt
with at P Mt for every t, it will be understood that at is defined for t lying in some
set belonging to U and on which t ÞÑMt does make sense; so we do not require that
at be defined for every t such that Mt is.
We say that some specified property P is satisfied by at along U if the set of indices
t such that at satisfies P belongs to U ; e.g., |at| ă |t| along U means that the set of
indices t such that |at| ă |t| belongs to U .
2.4. Ultraproducts. — Let pMtqt be a sequence of sets. The ultraproduct of the
Mt’s along U is the quotient of the set of all sequences patqt with at P Mt for all
t by the equivalence relation for which patq „ pbtq if and only if at “ bt along U .
If all Mt’s are groups (resp. rings, resp. . . . ) the ultraproduct of the Mt’s along U
inherits a natural structure of group (resp. ring, resp. . . . ), which enjoys all first-order
properties that hold for Mt along U ; e.g., if the group Mt is abelian along U , the
ultraproduct of the Mt’s along U is abelian.
2.5. Remark. — One can describe in a perhaps unusual way the ultraproduct of
the Mt’s as colimTMT where T runs through the set of elements of U included in
the domain of t ÞÑ Mt, where MT :“
ś
tPT Mt, and where the transition maps are
the obvious ones.
2.6. The field ˚C. — We apply the above by taking Mt equal to the field C
(resp. R) for all t, and we denote by ˚C (resp. ˚R) the corresponding ultraprod-
uct. The field ˚R is a real closed extension of R; the field ˚C is equal to ˚Rpiq and
is an algebraically closed extension of C. We still denote by |¨| the “absolute value”
on ˚C; this is the map from ˚C to ˚R` that maps a` bi to
?
a2 ` b2. By (harmless)
abuse, the image in ˚C of the sequence ptqt will also be denoted by t ; it should be
thought of as a non-standard complex number with infinitely small (but non-zero!)
absolute value.
A sequence patqt of complex numbers is called:
˛ bounded if there is some N P Zě0 such that |at| ď N along U ;
˛ t-bounded if there is some N P Zě0 such that |at| ď |t|´N along U ;
˛ negligible if |at| ď 1N along U for all N P Zą0;
˛ t-negligible if |at| ď |t|N along U for all N P Zě0.
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An element a of ˚C is called bounded, resp. t-bounded, resp. negligible, resp. t-
negligible if it is the image of some bounded, resp. t-bounded, resp. negligible, resp. t-
negligible sequence. This amounts to requiring that |a| ď N for some integer N ě 0,
resp. |a| ď |t|´N for some integer N ě 0, resp. |a| ď 1
N
for all integer N ą 0,
resp. |a| ď |t|N for all integer N ě 0. (Be aware that the above inequalities are
understood in the huge real closed field ˚R.)
2.7. The field C. — The set A of t-bounded elements of ˚C is a subring of ˚C
which contains t. This is a local ring, whose maximal ideal m is the set of t-negligible
elements; the intersection Ar :“ A X˚ R is also a local ring, whose maximal ideal is
mr :“ mX˚R. We denote by C (resp. R) the residue field of A (resp. Ar), and we still
denote by t the image of the element t of A in C. Note that m ‰ 0: for instance, the
sequence pexpp´1{|t|qqt is t-negligible and not equal to zero along U , so it defines a
non-zero element of m. One can describe directly C as the ring of t-bounded sequences
modulo that of t-negligible sequences. The field R is a real-closed extension of R,
we have C “ Rpiq, and C is an algebraically closed extension of C. We still denote
by |¨| the “absolute value” on C; this is the map from C to R` that maps a ` bi to?
a2 ` b2. An element z of C is called bounded, resp. negligible if it is the image of
a bounded, resp. negligible, element of A. This amounts to requiring that z is the
image of a bounded, resp. negligible, sequence or that |z| ď N for some N P Zě0,
resp. |z| ă 1
N
for all N P Zą0.
If z “ a` bi is any bounded element of C, the subset of R consisting of those real
numbers that are ď a is non-empty and bounded above, hence has an upper bound
α P R; we define β analogously. By construction, z´pα`βiq is negligible, and α`βi
is the only complex number having this property; it is called the standard part of z
and it will be denoted by stdpzq. If z P R then stdpzq P R.
Any t-bounded complex-valued function f on an element of U (e.g., a punctured
small disc centered at the origin) gives rise to an element of C, which we shall denote
by f if no confusion arises, as we do for t. Let us give some examples:
˛ For every α P R the sequence p|t|αqt is t-bounded and is not t-negligible, so
it gives rise to an element |t|α of Cˆ (which actually belongs to Rˆ`). Note
that if α ‰ 0 then p|t|α ´ 1qt is not t-negligible; hence α ÞÑ |t|α is an injective
order-reversing group homomorphism from R into Rˆ`.
˛ The field M of meromorphic functions around the origin embeds into C.
˛ If a is any non-zero element of C arising from a t-bounded and non-t-negligible
sequence patqt then the sequence plog|at|qt is t-bounded, so it gives rise to an
element of C. The latter depends only on a, and not on the specific sequence
patq. To see it, we have to check that if pεtqt is a t-negligible sequence then
plog|at`εt|´log|at|q is t-negligible as well. For that purpose, we first notice that
if z is a standard complex number with |z| small enough then log|1` z| ď 2|z|.
Now our assumptions imply that the sequence pεta´1t qt is t-infinitesimal and a
fortiroi infinitesimal, so that
log|at ` εt| ´ log|at| “ log|p1 ` εt|at|´1q| ď 2|εta´1t |
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holds along U ; using once again the fact that pεta´1t qt is t-infinitesimal we get
the required result.
The element of C defined by the sequence plog|at|qt depending only on a, we
denote it by log|a|. The sequence
´
log|at|
log|t|
¯
t
is bounded, so log|a|
log|t| is bounded.
Set Λ “ tr P Rˆ` | |t|1{N ď r ď |t|´1{N for all N P Zą0u; this is a convex
subgroup of Rˆ`, and R
ˆ
`{Λ thus inherits an ordering such that the quotient map is
order-preserving. The composition
Cˆ
|¨|
// Rˆ`
// Rˆ`{Λ
is a valuation |¨|5, and |Cˆ|5 “ Rˆ`{Λ. The ring C˝ of |¨|5 is the set of the elements
z P C such that |z| ă |t|´1{N for all integer N ą 0, and the maximal ideal of C˝ is
the set C˝˝ of elements z of C such that |z| ă |t|1{N for some integer N ą 0 (note
that C˝ contains the ring of bounded elements of C).
Let z P Cˆ and set α “ stdp log|z|
log|t| q. It follows immediately from the definitions
that |z| “ |t|α modulo Λ, and that |t|α itself belongs to Λ if and only if α “ 0. Hence
α ÞÑ |t|α mod Λ induces an order-reversing isomorphism from R to |Cˆ|5, which
maps 1 to |t|5 “ |t| mod Λ.
We fix once and for all an order-preserving isomorphism between |Cˆ|5 and Rˆ`,
which amounts to choosing the image τ of |t|5 in p0, 1q. We will from now on use this
isomorphism to see |¨|5 as a real valuation (with value group the whole of Rˆ`). If z
is any element of Cˆ we have
|z|5 “ |t|
std
´
log|z|
log|t|
¯
5 “ τ
std
´
log|z|
log|t|
¯
.
The residue field rC :“ C˝{C˝˝ is an algebraically closed extension of C. Let us
give an example of an element of rC that is transcendent over C. For every complex
number λ and every integer N ą 0 the (complex) inequalities 1 ď |log|t|´λ| ď |t|´1{N
hold along U ; as a consequence, 1 ď |log|t| ´ λ| ď |t|´1{N in R for all integer N ą 0,
so |log|t| ´ λ|5 “ 1. Hence |log|t||5 “ 1 and if we denote by Ćlog|t| the image of log|t|
in rC then Ćlog|t| ´λ ‰ 0 for all λ P C; as a consequence, Ćlog|t| is transcendent over C.
The non-archimedean field C is complete, and even spherically complete (cf.
[Lux76]). Indeed, let pBnqnPZě0 be a decreasing sequence of closed balls with
positive radius in C; for every n, denote by rn the radius of Bn and choose bn in Bn;
we want to prove that
Ş
Bn is non-empty. For every n ě 1, choose a pre-image bn
of bn in A, and a real number sn with rn´1 ą sn ą rn, and denote by Bn the set of
those x P ˚C such that |x ´ bn| ď |t|log sn{ log τ . For each n ě 1, the ball Bn contains
the pre-image of Bn in A, and is contained in the pre-image of Bn´1. The first claim
implies that the intersection of finitely many of the Bn’s is non-empty; hence by
ℵ1-saturation of the ultraproduct
˚C, the intersection of all Bn’s is non-empty; but
this intersection is contained in the pre-image of the intersection of all Bn’s, so the
latter is non-empty.
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3. Integration of non-standard archimedean forms
3.1. Semi-algebraic topology. — Let S be an arbitrary real-closed field (we will
use what follows for S “˚ R and S “ R). Let X be an algebraic variety over the
field S; i.e., X is a separated S-scheme of finite type. The set XpSq is in a natural
way a definable set of rcf. By quantifier elimination in rcf, the definable subsets of
XpSq are precisely its semi-algebraic subsets; i.e., those subsets that can be defined
locally for the Zariski-topology of X by a boolean combinations of inequalities (strict
or non-strict) between regular functions.
3.1.1. — The order topology on the field S induces a topology of XpSq, which is
most of the time poorly behaved: except if S “ R it is neither locally compact nor
locally connected.
Let U be a semi-algebraic subset of XpSq. We shall say that U is open, resp. closed,
if it is open, resp. closed for this topology. This amounts to require that U can be
defined, locally for the Zariski-topology of X , by a positive boolean combination of
strict (resp. non-strict) inequalities between regular functions ([BCR85], Th. 2.7.1).
The topological closure of a semi-algebraic subset U of XpSq is semi-algebraic (and
so is its topological interior, by considering the complement). Indeed, this can be
checked on an affine chart, hence we reduce to the case where X “ AnS ; now since the
topology on Sn has a basis consisting of products of open intervals, U is definable, so
it is semi-algebraic.
3.1.2. — Since the interval r0, 1s of S is not compact except if S “ R, naive topolog-
ical compactness is not relevant notion in our setting. We use definable compactness
instead: a semi-algebraic subset E of XpSq is called definably compact if every defin-
able type lying on E converges to a unique point of E. IfX is separated, any definably
compact semi-algebraic subset of XpSq is closed. If E is a definably compact semi-
algebraic subset of XpSq then a semi-algebraic subset F of E is closed if and only
if it is definably compact. We refer to [PS99] and [HL16] for more information on
definable compactness.
3.1.3. — Assume that X is affine, and let pf1, . . . , fnq be a family of regular functions
on X that generate the S-algebra OpXq. If E is a semi-algebraic subset of XpSq, then
E is definably compact if and only if it is closed and bounded; i.e., there exists r ą 0
in S and such that |fipxq| ď r for all i and all x P E.
3.2. Lemma. — Let X be a separated S-scheme of finite type and let E be a definably
compact semi-algebraic subset of XpSq. Let pUiqiPI be a finite family of definable
open subsets of XpSq such that E Ă ŤUi. There exists a family pEiq with each Ei a
definably compact semi-algebraic subset of Ui and E “
Ť
iEi.
Proof. — Up to refining the covering pUiq we can assume that Ui is for every i con-
tained in XipSq for some open affine subscheme Xi of X . We argue by induction
on |I|. The statement is clear if |I| “ 0. Assume |I| ą 0 and the statement is true
in cardinality ă |I|. Choose an element i in I and set F “ XpSqzŤjPI,j‰i Uj . By
definition, F is a closed semi-algebraic subset of XpSq contained in Ui; thus E XF is
a definably compact semi-algebraic subset of Ui.
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Choose a semi-algebraic open subset V of Ui that contains EXF and whose closure
V is definably compact and still contained in Ui (one can use a finite set of generators
of the S-algebra OXpXiq to build semi-algebraic continuous distance functions to
E X F , to the boundary of Ui in XipSq and to pXzXiqpSq, and then define V by
a suitable positive booelean combination of non-strict inequalities involving these
functions).
Set G “ XpSqzV . By definition, G is a closed semi-algebraic subset of XpSq and
GX E is thus definably compact.
We then have E “ pE X V q Y pG X Eq. Since G X E avoids F , it is contained
in
Ť
j‰i Uj . The conclusion follows by applying the induction hypothesis to the set
GX E.
3.3. — Because of the bad properties of the order topology XpSq, we shall not use it
except while speaking of closed or open semi-algebraic subsets. Nevertheless, we shall
use a closely related set-theoretic Grothendieck topology, namely the semi-algebraic
topology. The underlying category is that of open semi-algebraic subsets of XpSq
with inclusion maps; a family pUiqiPI is a cover of U if there is a finite subset J of
I such that U “ ŤiPJ Ui; this amounts to requiring that pUi Ñ Uq induces a usual
(open) cover at the level of type spaces.
If X is smooth and equidimensional, XpSq comes equipped with a sheaf of orienta-
tions (for the semi-algebraic topology), defined mutatis mutandis as in the standard
case. It is locally isomorphic to the constant sheaf associated with a two-element set;
a global section of this sheaf is called an orientation on XpSq.
3.4. Smooth forms and integrals over the field ˚R. — If U is an open semi-
algebraic subset of Rn for some n, every smooth function ϕ : U Ñ R gives rise to a
function Up˚Rq Ñ ˚R, which sends the class of a sequence patqt with at P U along
U to the class of pϕpatqqt; it will be still be denoted by ϕ if no confusion arises.
3.4.1. Smooth functions and smooth forms on a variety. — Let X be a smooth sepa-
rated ˚R-scheme of finite type. Let F be the assignment that sends a semi-algebraic
open subset U of Xp˚Rq to the set of functions from U to ˚R of the form ϕ˝g, where:
˛ g is a regular map from a Zariski-open subset of X containing U to Am˚R for
some m;
˛ ϕ is a smooth function from V to R where V is a semi-algebraic open subset of
Rm such that gpUq Ă V p˚Rq.
Then F is a presheaf; its associated sheaf (for the semi-algebraic topology) is denoted
by C8 or C8X and called the sheaf of smooth functions on Xp˚Rq. It makes Xp˚Rq
a locally ringed site.
The natural embedding from Xp˚Rq into (the underlying set of) the scheme X
underlies a morphism of locally ringed sites ψ : pXp˚Rq,C8X q Ñ pX,OXq; hence
ψ˚Ωp
X{˚R is for every p a well-defined C
8
X -module on Xp˚Rq, which we denote by
A p or A pX . The sheaf A
0
X is equal to C
8
X , and the C
8
X -module A
1
X is locally free (of
rank n if X is of pure dimension n); for every p, we have A pX “ ΛpA 1X . The sheaf A pX
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is called the sheaf of smooth p-forms on Xp˚Rq. One has for every p a natural differ-
ential d: A pX Ñ A p`1X . The sheaf ˚C b˚R A pX is called the sheaf of complex-valued
p-forms on Xp˚Rq. Every complex-valued p-form ω defined on a semi-algebraic open
subset U of Xp˚Rq can be evaluated at any point u of U , giving rise to an element
ωpuq of the ˚C-vector space ΩpX,u bOX,u ˚C.
3.4.2. Integral of an n-form. — We still denote byX a smooth separated ˚R-scheme
of finite type; we assume that it is of pure dimension n for some n, and that Xp˚Rq
has been given an orientation. Let ω be a complex-valued smooth n-form on some
semi-algebraic open subset U of Xp˚Rq, and let E be a semi-algebraic subset of U
whose closure in U is definably compact.
We now choose a description of pX,U, ω,Eq through a “limited family”
pXt, Ut, ωt, Etqt where Xt is for every t a smooth separated R-scheme of pure
dimension n endowed with an orientation of XtpRq, Ut is an open subset of XtpRq,
ωt is a complex valued smooth form on Ut, and Et is a relatively compact semi-
algebraic subset of Ut. The expression “limited family” means that the sequence
pXt, Ut, ωt, Etq can be defined using finitely many smooth functions (defined on real
intervals), a given set T P U , and finitely many polynomials with coefficients in RT .
For every t the smooth manifold XtpRq is oriented, hence the integral
ş
Et
ωt is
well-defined. The sequence pş
Et
ωtqt defines an element of ˚C that depends only on
pX,U, ω,Eq, and the chosen orientation on Xp˚Rq. We denote it by ş
E
ω; if ω is
real-valued, then
ş
E
ω P ˚R.
3.4.3. The case of a non-standard complex variety. — Let X be now a smooth quasi-
projective scheme over ˚C, and let Y be the Weil restriction R˚R{˚CX ; this is a
quasi-projective scheme over ˚R, equipped by definition with a canonical bijection
Y p˚Rq » Xp˚Cq. This allows us to transfer to the set X˚pCq all notions introduced
above. Moreover, for every p, the sheaf A pb˚R˚C of complex-valued smooth p-forms
on X˚pCq is equipped with a natural decomposition A p b˚R ˚C “
À
i`j“p A
i,j ,
where A i,j is the sheaf of pi, jq-forms; i.e., of complex-valued p-forms generated over
C8 by forms of the type
df1 ^ . . .^ dfi ^ dg1 ^ . . .^ dgj
for some regular functions f1, . . . , fi, g1, . . . , gj.
Assume that X is of pure dimension n for some n, let U be a semi-algebraic open
subset of Xp˚Cq, and let ω be a smooth pn, nq-form on U . Let E be a semi-algebraic
subset of Xp˚Cq whose closure is definably compact. The pn, nq-form ω can then
be integrated on E, using the canonical orientation of Xp˚Cq. Indeed, choose a
description of pX,U, ω,Eq through a “limited family” pXt, Ut, ωt, Etqt where Xt is
for every t a smooth separated C-scheme of pure dimension n, Ut is an open semi-
algebraic subset of XtpCq, ωt is a complex valued smooth pn, nq-form on Ut, and Et
is a relatively compact semi-algebraic subset of Ut; the integral
ş
E
ω is then given by
the sequence
ş
Et
ωt.
3.4.4. — We have considered so far only differential forms with smooth coefficients.
But by replacing the class of usual smooth functions (on open subsets of Rm) by
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a broader class C , we can define in the same way differential forms over ˚R with
coefficients in C , and integrate those of maximal rank on relatively compact definable
subsets (provided C consists of locally integrable functions).
For instance, if we consider ω and E as in 3.4.2 or 3.4.3 we can define |ω|, which
is a form with continuous piecewise smooth coefficients, and also define the integralş
E
|ω|, which is a non-negative element of ˚R.
3.5. Lemma. — Let S be a real closed field, let B be a convex subring of S and let
n be the maximal ideal of B. Let d be the type “upper bound of n”; i.e., d is defined
by the Dedekind cut p´8, 0s Y n. Let I be a definable interval of Sě0 that contains
d and let f be a definable function from I to S with fpIq Ă Bě0. Assume that there
exists a P I with a ă d such that fpxq ą d for all x with a ă x ă d; then there exists
x ą d in I with fpxq ą d.
Proof. — Let J be the set of those x P I such that fpxq ą x. This is a definable subset
of S which contains all elements y P S with a ă y ă d. Therefore by o-minimality it
contains some interval of the form pa, bq for some element b P S with b ą d. Then for
all x P S such that d ă x ă b we have fpxq ą x ą d.
3.6. — Let D be a definable subset of p˚Rqn with definably compact closure. The
integral
ş
D
dx1 ^ . . .^ dxn is called the volume of D and is denoted by VolpDq.
If D is a cube, i.e., D is of the form
ś
1ďiďnrai, bis, then VolpDq “
ś
ipbi ´ aiq.
3.7. Proposition. — Let D be a definable subset of p˚Rqn contained in Anr . The
following are equivalent:
(i) the volume of D is t-negligible;
(ii) for every n-form ω “ ϕdx1 ^ . . . ^ dxn with ϕ a smooth function defined in a
neighborhood of the closure of D and taking only t-bounded values on the latter,
the integral
ş
D
ω is t-negligible;
(iii) every cube contained in D has t-negligible volume;
(iv) the image D of D in Rn through the reduction map is of dimension ď n´ 1.
3.8. Remark. — It is known that D is a definably closed definable subset of Rn
(no matter whether D is closed or not), see for instance [Bro91]. Thus its dimension
is well-defined. But the reader could also rephrase (iv) by simply saying “D contains
no n-cube with non-empty interior”; and this is indeed this rephrasing of (iv) that we
shall actually use in the proof.
Proof. — We are going to prove (i)ñ(ii)ñ(iii)ñ(i), and then (iv)ñ(iii) and (i)ñ(iv).
Assume that (i) is true and let ω as in (ii). By definable compactness of the closure
of D there exists a t-bounded positive element M such that |ϕ| ď M on D. Thenˇˇş
D
ω
ˇˇ ďMVolpDq; the volume of D being t-negligible, ş
D
ω is t-negligible as well.
Now if (ii) is true then in particular VolpDq is t-negligible (take ϕ “ 1); this implies
that the volume of every definable subset of D, including any cube contained in D,
is t-negligible.
Assume now that (iii) is true, and let us prove (i). We argue by induction on
n. If n “ 0 there is nothing to prove. So assume that n ą
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in dimension n ´ 1. Let p : p˚Rqn Ñ p˚Rqn´1 be the projection on the first n ´ 1
coordinates, and set ∆ “ ppDq. If pDiq is any finite covering of D by definable subsets
it is sufficient to prove that (i) holds for every Di (note that Di obviously satisfies
(iii)).
Hence using cellular decomposition we can assume that we are in one of the fol-
lowing two cases:
˛ there exists a continuous definable function f on ∆ such that D is the graph of
f ;
˛ there exists two continuous definable functions f and g on ∆ with f ă g such
that D “ tpx, yq, fpxq ă y ă gpxqu.
In the first case D is at most pn ´ 1q-dimensional and its volume is zero. Let us
assume from now on that we are in the second case. Since D Ă Anr , there is a positive
t-bounded element M such that g ´ f ăM .
Let ϕ be the function that sends an element a of r0,M s to the upper bound of the
pn´1q-volumes of all cubes contained in ∆ over which g´f ą a. We now distinguish
two cases.
3.8.1. First case. — Assume that there exists some t-negligible element a such that
ϕpaq is t-negligible. Let ∆1 be the subset of ∆ consisting of points over which g´f ą a.
By assumption, every cube contained in ∆1 has t-negligible volume; by our induction
hypothesis, the volume of ∆1 is t-negligible. Since g ´ f is uniformly t-bounded, it
follows from Fubini’s theorem that the volume of p´1p∆1q is t-negligible. Let ∆2 be
the complement of ∆1 in ∆. The pn´1q-volume of ∆2 is t-bounded, and g´f ď a on
∆2. Applying again Fubini’s theorem, we see that p´1p∆2q has t-negligible volume.
Hence D “ p´1p∆1q Y p´1p∆2q has t-negligible volume.
3.8.2. Second case. — Let us call “t-significant” an element which is not t-negligible,
and assume that ϕpaq is t-significant for all t-negligible a; we are going to exhibit a
cube inside D with t-significant volume, which will contradict our assumptions and
thus show that this second case cannot occur.
By Lemma 3.5 there exists some t-significant a with ϕpaq also t-significant. There-
fore there exists some cube K inside ∆ with t-significant pn ´ 1q-volume over which
g ´ f ą a. For each family ε “ pε1, . . . , ε2n´2q of elements of t´1, 1u let Kε be the
subset of K on which Big P εip˚Rě0q and Bif P εn´1`ip˚Rě0q or all 1 ď i ď n ´ 1.
Then K is the union of the Kε’s, so one of the Kε’s has a t-significant volume, hence
contains a cube K 1 with t-significant volume (by the induction hypothesis). Replacing
∆ by K 1, we assume from now on that ∆ is a cube with t-significant volume on which
each partial derivative of f or g has constant sign and on which g ´ f ą a.
Write ∆ “ I1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ In´1 and let ℓ be the length of I1. Set M “ sup∆ |f | and
K “ 3Mℓ´1. Since M is t-bounded and since ℓ is t-significant (because ∆ has t-
significant volume), K is t-bounded. Let ∆K “ tx P ∆, |B1fpxq| ě Ku. We claim
that Volp∆Kq ď Volp∆q2 . Indeed, fix x1 “ px2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xn´1q in I2 ˆ . . . ˆ In´1, and set
∆x1 “ tx1 P I1; px1, x1q P ∆u and ∆K,x1 “ ∆K X ∆x1 . By the mean value theorem
and o-minimality, for any x1, Volp∆K,x1q ď ℓ{2 (note that ∆K,x1 is a finite union
of intervals). Thus, by Fubini, Volp∆Kq ď Volp∆q2 , as announced. It follows that
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the complement of ∆K in ∆ has t-signifiant volume. By the induction hypothesis, it
contains a cube with t-signifiant volume. Iterating this argument, we can assume that
∆ is a cube with t-significant volume on which each partial derivative of f or g has
constant sign and has an absolute value bounded above by some positive t-bounded
constant N .
Write ∆ “ śrαi, βis and let x be the point p pαi`βiq2 qi of ∆. Set y “ gpxq`fpxq2 ;
the point px, yq belongs to D. Set r “ pgpxq ´ fpxqq{4 ; since gpxq ´ fpxq ě a, the
number r is t-significant. Let N 1 be a t-bounded number such that N 1 ą N and
r{N 1 ă minipbi ´ aiq{4 – such N 1 exists since bi ´ ai is t-significant for every i. Let
Γ be the cube in p˚Rqn with center px, yq and polyradius pr{N 1, . . . , r{N 1, rq. By
construction if pξ, ηq belongs to Γ then ξ P ∆ and fpξq ă η ă gpξq; therefore Γ Ă D;
moreover, Γ has t-significant volume. This ends the proof of (i)ðñ (ii)ðñ (iii).
3.8.3. Proof of (iv)ñ(iii) and (i)ñ(iv). — It is clear that (iv)ñ(iii), since the re-
duction of every cube in Anr with t-significant volume is a cube with non-empty
interior. We are going to prove (i)ñ(iv) by contraposition. So assume that D is
n-dimensional. Under this assumption, it contains a cube with non-empty interior;
let us write it
śrai, bis where ai and the bi are t-bounded and bi ´ ai is t-significant
for all i. Let B be the definable subset
ś
irai, biszD.
Claim: every cube contained in the definable subset B has t-negligible volume.
Indeed, let ∆ “ śrαi, βis be such a cube. If x is a point of Anr with x P ś sαi, βir
then x P ∆ (and hence x R D) so ś sαi, βir does not intersect D. But since αi ě ai
and βi ď bi for each i (because ∆ Ă
ś
irai, bis) there is at least one index i such that
βi ´ αi “ 0, which means that βi ´ αi is t-negligible; a fortiori, the volume of ∆ is
t-negligible.
Now by what we have already proved, this implies that
şś
rai,biszD
dx1 ^ . . .^ dxn
is t-negligible. As a consequenceż
ś
rai,bisXD
dx1 ^ . . .^ dxn “
ż
ś
rai,bis
dx1 ^ . . .^ dxn
modulo a t-negligible element; but
şś
rai,bis
dx1 ^ . . . ^ dxn “
śpbi ´ aiq, which
is t-significant. Thus
şś
rai,bisXD
dx1 ^ . . . ^ dxn is t-significant as well, and so isş
D
dx1 ^ . . .^ dxn.
3.9. — A definable subset D of p˚Rqn is called t-bounded if it is contained in Anr ;
it is called t-negligible if it is t-bounded and satisfies the equivalent properties of
Prop. 3.7. We shall say that two t-bounded definable subsets D and D1 of p˚Rqn
almost coincide (resp. are almost disjoint) if their symmetric difference (resp. their
intersection) is t-negligible. If D is a t-bounded definable subset of p˚Rqn, a finite
family pDiq of t-bounded definable subsets of p˚Rqn will be called an almost partition
of D if
Ť
Di is almost equal to D and the Di’s are pairwise almost disjoint.
A definable subset D of Rn is called negligible if it is of dimension ď n ´ 1. We
shall say that two definable subsets D and D1 of Rn almost coincide (resp. are almost
disjoint) if their symmetric difference (resp. their intersection) is negligible. If D is a
definable subset of Rn, a finite family pDiq of definable subsets of Rn will be called an
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almost partition of D if
Ť
Di is almost equal to D and the Di’s are pairwise almost
disjoint.
3.10. Lemma. — Let D and ∆ be two t-bounded definable subsets of p˚Rqn. Then
D and ∆ are almost disjoint if and only if D and ∆ are almost disjoint.
Proof. — If D and ∆ are almost disjoint then D X∆ Ă DX∆ is negligible, so DX∆
is t-negligible by Prop. 3.7. Conversely, assume that D X∆ is t-negligible and let us
prove that D and ∆ are almost disjoint. We argue by contradiction, so we assume
that there exist elements a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bn in Ar with bi ´ ai ą 0 and t-significant
for all i such that
śrai, bis Ă D X ∆. Set P “ śrai, bis Ă Anr . The volume of the
cube P is t-significant and the volume of P X D X ∆ is t-negligible, so the volume
of P zpD X∆q “ pP zDq Y pP z∆q is t-significant. So at least one of the two definable
sets P zD and P z∆ has t-significant volume. Assume without loss of generality that
P zD has t-significant volume. By Prop. 3.7 there exists c1, . . . , cn, d1, . . . , dn in Ar
with di ´ ci ą 0 and t-significant for all i such that
śrci, dis Ă P zD. Set x “
p c1`d1
2
, . . . , cn`dn
2
q. Then x is a point of P whose distance do D is t-significant. As a
consequence, x R D. But since x P P , its reduction x belongs to śrai, bis Ă D X∆,
contradiction.
3.11. Proposition. — Let D and ∆ be two t-bounded definable subsets of p˚Rqn.
(1) The set D is almost equal to ∆ if and only if D is almost equal to ∆.
(2) The set D X∆ is almost equal to D X∆.
Proof. — Set P “ Dz∆ and Q “ ∆zD. By Lemma 3.10 above, Q and D X∆ are
almost disjoint, and so are P and D X∆ as well as P and Q. Moreover, we have
D “ P YD X∆ and ∆ “ QYD X∆.
Hence D is almost equal to ∆ if and only if P and Q are negligible, which amounts
to requiring that P and Q be t-negligible (Prop. 3.7), that is to say, that D and ∆
almost coincide, whence (1). Moreover, D X∆ “ D X∆ Y pP X Qq, and in view of
the negligibility of P XQ this implies (2).
3.12. Corollary. — Let K be a definable definably compact subset of Rn. There
exists a definable, definably compact and t-bounded subset E of p˚Rqn such that E
almost coincides with K.
Proof. — Choose a1, . . . , an and b1, . . . , bn in Ar such that bi ą ai for all i and
K Ă śrai, bis. By Theorem 2.7.1 of [BCR85], we can assume that there exists
finitely many polynomials f1, . . . , fm in RrT1, . . . , Tns such that K is the intersection
of
śrai, bis with the set of points x such that fjpxq ě 0 for all j. By Prop. 3.11
above me may assume that m “ 1, and write f instead of f1. If f is constant the
set K is either empty or the whole of
śrai, bis and the statement is obvious. If f is
non-constant, let g be a polynomial with t-bounded coefficients that lifts f . Let E
be the intersection of
śrai, bis and the non-negative locus of g; it suffices to prove
that E is almost equal to K. By definition, E Ă K. Now let x be a point on K at
which f is positive, and let ξ be any pre-image of x on
śrai, bis. Since fpxq ą 0 we
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have gpξq ą 0, hence ξ P E and x P E. Thus the difference KzE is contained in the
zero-locus of f , which is at most pn´ 1q-dimensional since f is non-constant.
3.13. Smooth forms over the field R. — Recall that A denotes the ring of
t-bounded elements of ˚C, m denotes its maximal ideal (i.e., the set of t-negligible
elements) and Ar and mr denote the intersections of A and m with
˚R. The reduction
modulo m will be denoted by a ÞÑ a.
3.13.1. — Let U be a semi-algebraic open subset of Rm, for some m, and let ϕ be
a smooth function from U to R.
3.13.1.1. — If x is a point of Rm lying on UpRq and if ξ is any point of Amr lifting
x, then ξ lies on Up˚Rq: this comes from the fact that U can be defined by a positive
boolean combination of strict inequalities. We shall for short call such a ξ a lifting of
x in Up˚Rq.
3.13.1.2. — Let x P UpRq. We shall say that ϕ is tame at x if it satisfies the
following condition: for every lifting ξ of x in Up˚Rq and every multi-index I, the
element BIϕpξq of ˚R is t-bounded.
If this is the case, then for every ξ and every I as above, the element BIϕpξq of R
does not depend on ξ (since BIϕ is Lipshitz with t-bounded constant around ξ).
3.13.1.3. — If ϕ is tame at x, so are all its partial derivatives; the sum and the
product of two smooth functions on U that are tame at x are themselves tame at x.
3.13.1.4. — If ϕ is tame at x, we shall denote by ϕpxq the element ϕpξq for ξ any
lifting of x in Up˚Rq (it is well defined in view of 3.13.1.2).
3.13.2. — In each of the following examples, the function ϕ is tame at every point
of UpRq:
˛ U “ Cˆ (viewed as a semi-algebraic subset of C » R2) and ϕ “ |¨| ;
˛ U “ Rˆ and ϕ “ z ÞÑ zn for some n P Z;
˛ U “ Rą0 and ϕ “ log.
3.13.3. Composition of tame functions. — Let U be a semi-algebraic open subset
of Rm, and let V be a semi-algebraic open subset of Rn. Let ϕ “ pϕ1, . . . , ϕnq be
smooth functions from U to Rn and assume that ϕpUq Ă V . Let ψ be a smooth
function on V .
Let x be a point of U such that every ϕi is tame at x, and such that ψ is tame at
ϕpxq. It follows straightforwardly from the definition that ψ ˝ ϕ is tame at x.
Using this together with 3.13.2, we see that
Cˆ Ñ R, z ÞÑ log|z|
is tame at every point of Cˆ, and that
Cˆz tz, |z| “ 1u Ñ R, z ÞÑ 1{ log|z|
is tame at every point of Cˆz tz P Cˆ, |z| “ 1u.
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3.13.4. Smooth functions and smooth forms on a variety. — Let X be a smooth
separated R-scheme of finite type.
Let U be a semi-algebraic open subset of X and let g be a regular map from a
Zariski-open subset of X containing U to AmR for some m. A pU, gq-tame smooth
function is a smooth function ϕ defined on some semi-algebraic open subset V of Rm
with gpUq Ă V pRq, such that ϕ is tame at gpxq for every x P U .
Let F be the assignment that sends a semi-algebraic open subset U of XpRq to
the set of functions from U to R of the form ϕ ˝ g, where g is a regular map from a
Zariski-open subset ofX containing U toAmR for somem, and where ϕ is a pU, gq-tame
smooth function.
Then F is a presheaf; its associated sheaf for the semi-algebraic topology is denoted
by C8 or C8X and called the sheaf of smooth functions on XpRq. It makes XpRq a
locally ringed site.
The natural embedding of XpRq into the scheme X underlies a morphism of locally
ringed sites ψ : pXpRq,C8X q Ñ pX,OXq; hence ψ˚ΩpX{R is for every p a well-defined
C8X -module on XpRq, which we denote by A p or A pX . The sheaf A 0X is equal to C8X ,
and the C8X -module A
1
X is locally free (of rank n if X is of pure dimension n); for
every p, we have A pX “ ΛpA 1X . The sheaf A pX is called the sheaf of smooth p-forms on
XpRq. One has for every p a natural differential d: A pX Ñ A p`1X . The sheaf CbRA pX
is called the sheaf of complex-valued p-forms on XpRq.
3.13.5. The case of a variety over C. — By considering Weil restriction we can
apply the above to smooth schemes of finite type over the field C. For such a scheme
X and every m we get a sheaf A mX of R-vector spaces on XpCq (equipped with the
semi-algebraic topology). This sheaf comes with a natural decomposition
C bR A mX “
à
p`q“m
A
p,q
X .
3.14. Definition. — Let V be an open subset of pRYt´8uqm which can be defined
by a boolean combination of Q-linear inequalities and let ϕ be a function from V to
R. We shall say that ϕ is a reasonably smooth function if there exists:
˛ a finite open cover pViqi of V , where each Vi is also defined by Q-linear inequal-
ities;
˛ for every i, a subset Jpiq of t1, . . . ,mu with Ωi :“ pJpiqpViq Ă RJpiq, where pJpiq
is the projection onto the coordinates belonging to Jpiq);
˛ for every i, a smooth function ϕi on Ωi such that ϕ|Vi “ ϕi ˝ pJpiq|Vi .
The data pVi, Jpiq,Ωi, ϕiqi will be called a nice description of ϕ.
If I is some subset of t1, . . . ,mu we shall say that ϕ is I-vanishing if there exists
an open subset V 1 of V satisfying the following:
˛ V 1 can be defined by Q-linear inequalities;
˛ ϕ|V 1 “ 0;
˛ for every x “ px1, . . . , xmq P V zV 1 and every i P I, the coordinate xi is not
equal to p´8q.
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Note that ϕ is automatically H-vanishing; indeed, if I “ H then the above condi-
tions are fulfilled by V 1 “ H.
3.15. — Let V be an open subset of pRYt´8uqm which can be defined by a boolean
combination ofQ-linear inequalities. The following facts follow straightforwardly from
the definition.
3.15.1. — If ϕ : V Ñ R is a reasonably smooth function it is continuous, and
ϕ|VXRm is smooth.
3.15.2. — If V Ă Rm, a function from V Ñ R is reasonably smooth if and only if
it is smooth.
3.15.3. — The set of reasonably smooth functions on V is a subalgebra of the set of
all functions from V Ñ R. It is endowed with partial derivation operators defined in
the obvious way.
Let ϕ be a reasonably smooth function on V that is I-vanishing for some subset I
of t1, . . . ,mu. Let j P I. Then Bjϕ is pI Y tjuq-vanishing.
Indeed, let pVi, Jpiq,Ωi, ϕiqi be a nice description of ϕ and let V 1 be an open subset
of V that witnesses the fact that ϕ is I-vanishing. Let V 2 be the union of V 1 and of
all Vi’s such that j R Jpiq. We claim that V 2 witnesses the fact that Bjϕ is I Y tjuq-
vanishing. Indeed, Bjϕ is zero on V 1 since so is ϕ; and if i is such that j R Jpiq then
ϕ|Vi dose not depend on the j-th coordinate, so Bjϕ is zero on Vi; thus Bjϕ is zero on
V 2.
Let x P V zV 2; choose i such that x “ px1, . . . , xmq P Vi. By definition of V 2, the
set Jpiq contains j. Hence xj ‰ p´8q, whence our claim.
3.16. Smooth functions and smooth forms on a C-scheme: a fundamental
example. — Let V be an open subset of pR Y t´8uqm which can be defined by
a boolean combination of Q-linear inequalities, and let ϕ be a reasonable smooth
function from V to C.
LetW be the semi-algebraic open subset ofCm`1 consisting of points pa1, . . . , am, bq
such that |b| ‰ t0, 1u and p´ log|ai|{ log|b|qi P V . By construction,
Φ: pa1, . . . , am, bq ÞÑ ϕp´ log|a1|{ log|b|, . . . ,´ log|am|{ log|b|q
is a well-defined C8 map from W to C.
Let X be a smooth C-scheme of finite type and let U be a semi-algebraic open
subset of XpCq. Let g “ pg1, . . . , gmq be a regular map from a Zariski-open subset of
X containing U to AmC , and assume that pg1, . . . , gm, tqpUq ĂW pCq.
3.16.1. The smooth function Φ on W is pU, pg1, . . . , gm, tqq-tame. — To see it, fix a
nice description pVi, Jpiq,Ωi, ϕiqi of ϕ. For every i, denote by Wi the pre-image of
Vi in W under the map pa1, . . . , am, bq ÞÑ p´ log|aj |{ log|b|q, and let Ui denote the
pre-image of Wi in U under the map pg1, . . . , gm, tq.
We fix i, and we are going to show that Φ is pUi, pg1, . . . , gm, tqq-tame, which will
implies our claim. In view of 3.13.1.3 and 3.13.3, it suffices to prove that for every
x P Ui, the map ϕi is tame at the point y :“ p´ log|gjpxq|{ log|t|qjPJpiq of ΩipRq.
But the coordinates of y are bounded; so the coordinates of η are bounded for every
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lifting η of y, which implies that all partial derivatives of ϕi are bounded, and a
fortiori t-bounded, at η; thus ϕi is tame at y.
3.16.2. — We can thus compose Φ and pg1, . . . , gm, tq to get a smooth map on U ,
which we can safely write
x ÞÑ ϕp´ log |g1|{ log|t|, . . . ,´ log|gm|{ log|t|q;
its restriction to every Ui can be written
x ÞÑ ϕip´ log |gj |{ log|t|qjPJpiq.
3.16.3. — Let I and J be two subsets of t1, . . . ,mu of respective cardinalities p and
q such that ϕ is pI Y Jq-vanishing.
Let U 1 be the pre-image of V 1 in U under p´ log|g1|{ log|t|, . . . ,´ log|gm|{ log|t|q,
and let U2 be the subset of U consisting of points at which all gi’s with i P I Y J are
invertible. Let ω be the pp, qq-form on U2 equal toˆ ´1
log|t|
˙p
ϕp´ log |g1|{ log|t|, . . . ,´ log|gm|{ log|t|qdlog|gI | ^ darg gJ
(where dlog|gI | “ dlog|gi1 | ^ . . . ^ dlog|gip | if i1 ă i2 ă . . . ă ip are the elements of
I, and similarly for dlog|gip |). Since ϕ is pI Y Jq-vanishing, the restriction of ω to
U 1 X U2 is zero, so that ω and the zero form on U 1 glue to a pp, qq-form on U which
(obviously) does not depend on V 1; we shall allow ourselves to denote it byˆ ´1
log|t|
˙p
ϕp´ log |g1|{ log|t|, . . . ,´ log|gm|{ log|t|qdlog|gI | ^ darg gJ .
3.17. — If X is an affine Ar-scheme of finite type, a definable subset E of X p˚Rq
will be called t-bounded if it is contained in X pArq. We remark that E is t-bounded
if and only if its closure E is t-bounded, and if this is the case then E is definably
compact. Indeed, by embedding X in an affine space and arguing componentwise
we reduce to the case where X “ A1Ar , for which our statement follows from o-
minimality.
3.18. Proposition. — Let Z be a smooth R-scheme of finite type and pure dimen-
sion n, and let h “ ph1, . . . , hnq be an e´tale map Z Ñ AnR factorizing through an
immersion ph, hn`1q : Z ãÑ An`1R . Let X and Y be two smooth Ar-schemes of fi-
nite type and of pure relative dimension n, equipped with identifications XR » Z and
YR » Z. Let f “ pf1, . . . , fnq : X Ñ AnAr and g “ pg1, . . . , gnq : Y Ñ AnAr be two
e´tale maps, factorizing respectively through a closed immersion pf, fn`1q : X ãÑ An`1Ar
and pg, gn`1q : Y ãÑ An`1Ar ; assume that for all i one has fi|Z “ gi|Z “ hi.
Let E, resp. F , be a t-bounded semi-algebraic subset of X p˚Rq, resp. Y p˚Rq;
assume that the subsets E and F of ZpRq almost coincide.
Let ϕ be a smooth function defined on an neighborhood of E in X pArq, of the
form ϕ0 ˝ λ with ϕ0 a C8 function and λ a tuple of regular functions on X ; let ψ
be a smooth function defined on an neighborhood of F in Y pArq, of the form ψ0 ˝ µ
with ψ0 a C
8 function and µ a tuple of regular functions on Y . Assume that there
exists a semi-algebraic open subset O of ZpRq containing E and F such that ϕ0 is
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pO, λ|Z q-tame, ψ0 is pO,µ|Zq tame, and the smooth functions ϕ0˝pλ|Oq and ψ0˝pµ|Oq
coincide on some semi-algebraic subset of O almost equal to E and F .
Then
ş
E
ϕdf1 ^ . . .^ dfn and
ş
F
ψdg1 ^ . . .^ dgn are t-bounded and coincide up
to a t-negligible element.
Proof. — We begin with noting that our tameness assumptions on ϕ0, resp. ψ0,
implies that ϕ, resp. ψ, takes only t-bounded values on E, resp. F ; this in turn
implies that it is uniformly t-bounded on E, resp. F . The t-boundedness of the
integrals involved in our statement follows immediately.
Throughout the proof, we will use the map fn`1, resp. gn`1, resp. hn`1 to see
any fiber of f , resp. g, resp. h, as a subset of the affine line over its ground field,
and we will repeatedly use the following fact, which is a consequence of the Henselian
property of the local ring Ar : if w is a point of A
n
r with image w in R
n, then for
every z P ZpRq lying above w there exists a unique pre-image ζ of w in X pArq (resp.
Y pArq) with ζ “ z.
The subsets E and F of ZpRq are definable, definably closed and bounded (because
E and F are bounded, since their definable closures are definably compact); so they
are definably compact. Since E and F almost coincide, the sets hpEq and hpF q are
definably compact and almost coincide, so they have the same n-dimensional locus
Θ; and the set hpE△F q is negligible. It follows that there exists an almost partition
pΘiq of Θ (and thus of hpEq as well as of hpF q) by definably compact definable subsets
satisfying the following: for every i there exists an integer ni such that the subset Θ
1
i
of Θi consisting of points having exactly ni pre-images in E XF and no pre-image in
E △ F is almost equal to Θi.
Now for every i there exists a definable, t-bounded definable subset Ωi of p˚Rqn
such that Ωi is almost equal to Θi (Corollary 3.12). By Prop. 3.11 the family pΩiq
is an almost partition of fpEq as well as of gpF q. For every i, let Ω1i be the subset
of Ωi consisting of points having exactly ni pre-images in E under f and exactly ni
pre-images in F under g.
3.18.1. — Let us fix i, and prove that Ω1i is almost equal to Ωi. It is sufficient (since
f and g play exactly the same role) to prove that the set H of points of Ωi having
exactly ni pre-images in E under f is almost equal to Ωi.
We argue by contradiction, so we assume that the set H consisting of points x P Ωi
such that f´1pxqXE has cardinality different from ni has t-significant volume. Then
its image H is a non-negligible subset of Θi, which implies that HXΘ1i has dimension
n. Let us choose a cube (with non-zero volume) C in H X Θ1i having the following
property: there exist an integer N , a subset I of t1, . . . , Nu of cardinality ni and a
t-bounded element A ą 1 in ˚R such that each fiber of h over C consists of exactly
N points z1 ă z2 ă . . . ă zN all contained in r1 ´ A,A ´ 1s and such that zj P E if
and only if j P I.
Let us choose a cube D Ă Anr lifting C. Since C Ă H , the intersection D X H is
not t-negligible (Lemma 3.10), hence contains a cube D1 with t-significant volume.
Every point of D1 has exactly N t-bounded pre-images, all contained in r´A,As; let
σ1 ă . . . ă σN denote the corresponding continous sections of the e´tale map f above
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D1. If x P D1 and if j P t1, . . . , NuzI then σjpxq R E, because σjpxq R E by the very
definition of I. For each j P I, set D1j “ σ´1j pEq. Let ξ P D1 and let j P I. The
point ξ belongs to C, so its j-th pre-image ζ under h belongs to E, so there exists
a point z P E such that z “ ζ, which implies that fpzq “ ξ; thus z “ σjpfpzqq and
fpzq belongs to D1j ; as a consequence, D1j “ D1. In view of Prop. 3.11, it follows thatŞ
jPI D
1
j is almost equal to D
1. In particular
Ş
jPI D
1
j is non-empty; but for every
x P ŞjPI D1j the intersection f´1pxq X E has exactly ni elements, contradiction.
3.18.2. — Now we remark that if N is a t-negligible t-bounded definable subset of
p˚Rqn, thenż
EXf´1pN q
ϕdf1 ^ . . .^ dfn and
ż
FXg´1pN q
ψdg1 ^ . . .^ dgn
are t-negligible. Indeed, let N be an integer such that the fibers of f |E and of g|F all
have cardinality ď N , and let M be a t-bounded positive element such that |ϕ| and
|ψ| are bounded by M on E and F respectively.
Then ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
EXf´1pN q
ϕdf1 ^ . . .^ dfn
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď NM
ż
N
dT1 ^ . . .^ dTn
and ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
FXg´1pN q
ψdg1 ^ . . .^ dgn
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď NM
ż
N
dT1 ^ . . .^ dTn,
whence our claim.
3.18.3. Conclusion. — In view of 3.18.2 and 3.18.2 it is sufficient to prove that for
all i the integralsż
EXf´1pΩ1
i
q
ϕdf1 ^ . . .^ dfn and
ż
FXg´1pΩ1
i
q
ψdg1 ^ . . .^ dgn
agree up to a t-negligible element. So let us fix i. We denote by σ1 ă σ2 ă . . . ă σni
the continuous sections of f |E over Ω1i and by τ1 ă τ2 ă . . . ă τni the continuous
sections of g|F over Ω1i. For all x P Ω1i and all j between 1 and ni the elements
σjpxq and τjpxq coincide: both are the j-th pre-image of x in E X F . We have by
construction ż
EXf´1pΩ1
i
q
ϕdf1 ^ . . .^ dfn “
ÿ
j
ż
Ω1
i
pϕ ˝ σjqdT1 ^ . . .dTn
and ż
FXg´1pΩ1
i
q
ψdg1 ^ . . .^ dgn “
ÿ
j
ż
Ω1
i
pψ ˝ τjqdT1 ^ . . .dTn.
The differenceż
EXf´1pΩ1
i
q
ϕdf1 ^ . . .^ dfn ´
ż
FXg´1pΩ1
i
q
ψdg1 ^ . . .^ dgn
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is thus equal to ÿ
j
ż
Ω1
i
pϕ ˝ σj ´ ψ ˝ τjqdT1 ^ . . .^ dTn.
By our assumptions on ψ and ψ the difference |ϕ ˝σj ´ψ ˝ τj | is t-negligible for every
j at every point of Ω1i. Therefore there exists a positive t-negligible element ε such
that |ϕ ˝ σj ´ ψ ˝ τjq| ď ε for all j at every point of Ω1i. As a consequenceˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
EXf´1pΩ1
i
q
ϕdf1 ^ . . .^ dfn ´
ż
FXg´1pΩ1
i
q
ψdg1 ^ . . .^ dgn
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď niε
ż
Ω1
i
dT1 ^ . . .^ dTn,
which ends the proof.
3.19. Corollary. — Let X be a smooth Ar-scheme of finite type of pure relative
dimension n Let f “ pf1, . . . , fnq : X Ñ AnAr be an e´tale map factorizing through
an immersion pf, fn`1q : X ãÑ An`1Ar . Let E be a t-bounded semi-algebraic subset of
X p˚Rq. The following are equivalent:
(i) The image fpEq is t-negligible.
(ii) The image fpEq is of dimension ă n.
(iii) The reduction E is of dimension ă n.
(iv) For every smooth function ϕ of the form ϕ0 ˝ λ with ϕ0 a C8 function and λ a
tuple of regular functions on X such that ϕ0 is pO, λ|XRq-tame on some semi-
alegbraic open subset O of X pRq containing E, the integral ş
E
ϕdf1^ . . .^ dfn
is t-negligible.
(v) The integral
ş
E
df1 ^ . . .^ dfn is t-negligible.
Proof. — Implication (i)ñ(ii) comes from the fact that fpEq “ fpEq. Implication
(ii)ñ(iii) comes from e´taleness of f . Implication (iii)ñ(iv) follows from Proposition
3.18 (apply it with Y “ X , g “ g, gn`1 “ fn`1 and F “ H). Implication (iv)ñ(v)
is obvious. Assume that (v) holds. For every i, let Di denote the subset of fpEq
consisting of points having exaclty i pre-images on E, and let N be such that Di “ H
for i ą N . We then haveż
E
df1 ^ . . .^ dfn “
Nÿ
i“1
ż
Di
dT1 ^ . . .^ dTn.
As a consequence,
ş
Di
dT1^ . . .^dTn is t-negligible for every i, so
ş
fpEq
dT1^ . . .^dTn
is t-negligible, whence (i).
3.20. — Let us keep the notation of Corollary 3.19 above. We shall say that E is t-
negligible if it satisfies the equivalent conditions (i)–(v) (note that condition (iii) does
not involve the fi’s, so the notion of t-negligibility does not depend on the choice
of the fi’s). We shall say that two t-bounded definable subsets of X p˚Rq almost
coincide if their symmetric difference is t-negligible, and that two definable subsets of
X pRq almost coincide if their symmetric difference is of dimension ă n.
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3.21. Lemma. — Let X be a smooth Ar-scheme of finite type of pure relative
dimension n. Assume that there exists an e´tale map f “ pf1, . . . , fnq : X Ñ AnAr
factorizing through an immersion pf, fn`1q : X ãÑ An`1Ar . Let E and F be two t-
bounded definable subsets of X p˚Rq. Then E and F are almost disjoint if and only
if E and F are almost disjoint.
Proof. — If dimpE X F q ă n then dimE X F ă n because E X F Ă E X F ; thus if
E and F are almost disjoint, so are E and F . Assume now that E and F are almost
disjoint. Set G “ fpE Y F q. For every triple pi, j, kq, denote by Gi,j,k the subset of
points of G having i pre-images in E, j in F and k in E Y F . By Corollary 3.12
there exists for every pi, j, kq a t-bounded definably compact definable subset Γi,j,k
of p˚Rqn such that Γi,j,k is almost equal to the definable closure of Gi,j,k, hence is
also almost equal to Gi,j,k. By the same reasoning as in 3.18.1, the subset of points
of Γi,j,k having exactly i pre-images in E, resp. j pre-images in F , resp. k pre-images
in E Y F is almost equal to Γi,j,k; hence so is the intersection Γ1i,j,k of these three
subsets. The family pΓ1i,j1kq is an almost partition of G.
Let pi, j, kq be a triple with k ă i ` j. Since E X F has dimension ă n, the set
Gi,j,k is negligible; as a consequence, Γi,j,k and Γ
1
i,j,k are t-negligible. This implies
that fpE X F q is t-negligible, whence the t-negligibility of E X F itself.
3.22. Proposition. — Let X be as in Lemma 3.21 above and let E and F be two
t-bounded definable subsets of X p˚Rq.
(1) The set E is almost equal to F if and only if E is almost equal to F .
(2) The set E X F is almost equal to E X F .
Proof. — The proof is the same as that of Proposition 3.11, except that one uses
Lemma 3.21 instead of Lemma 3.10.
3.23. Corollary. — Let X be as in Lemma 3.21 and let K be a definable definably
compact subset of X pRq. There exists a definable, definably compact and t-bounded
subset E of X p˚Rq such that E almost coincides with K.
Proof. — By writing K as the union of its intersections with the Zariski-connected
components of XR, we can assume that it lies on such a component X . By bound-
edness of K and the henselian property of Ar (which ensures that any R-point of X
can be lifted to an Ar-point), we can choose a t-bounded, definably compact definable
subset F of X p˚Rq such that K Ă F Ă XpRq. By Theorem 2.7.1 of [BCR85], we
can assume that there exists finitely many regular functions f1, . . . , fm on XR such
that K is the intersection of F with the set of points x such that fjpxq ě 0 for all
j. By Prop. 3.22 above me may assume that m “ 1, and write f instead of f1. If f
is constant on X the set K is either empty or the whole of F and the statement is
obvious. If f is non-constant on X , let g be a regular function on X that lifts f . Let
E be the intersection of F and the non-negative locus of g; it suffices to prove that
E is almost equal to K. By definition, E Ă K. Now let x be a point on K at which
f is positive, and let ξ be any pre-image of x on F . Since fpxq ą 0 we have gpξq ą 0,
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hence ξ P E and x P E. Thus the difference KzE is contained in the zero-locus of f
in XpRq which is at most pn´ 1q-dimensional since f |X is non-constant.
3.24. Definition. — Let X be a smooth R-scheme of finite type and of pure dimen-
sion n. We shall say for short thatX is liftable if there exists a smooth affineAr-scheme
X , an isomorphism XR » X , and n ` 1 regular functions f1, . . . , fn`1 on X such
that pf1, . . . , fn`1q defines an immersion X ãÑ An`1Ar and pf1, . . . , fnq : X Ñ AnAr is
e´tale.
3.25. Integral of a smooth n-form. — Let X be a smooth R-scheme of finite
type and of pure dimension n, let K be a definable subset of XpRq with definably
compact definable closure, and let ω be a smooth n-form on a semi-algebraic open
neighborhood O of K in XpRq. The purpose of what follows is to define ş
K
ω.
3.25.1. — We first assume that X is liftable and ω is of the form ϕpu1, . . . , umqω0
almost everywhere on K, where the ui’s are regular functions, where ϕ is a
pO, pu1, . . . , umqq-tame smooth function, and where ω0 is an algebraic n-form.
Choose X and f1, . . . , fn`1 as in Definition 3.24. The sheaf ΩX{R is then free with
basis pdfi|Xqi; therefore up to multiplying ϕ with a regular function we might assume
that ω0 “ pdf1 ^ . . .^ dfiq|X .
Choose a t-bounded definable subset E of X p˚Rq such that E is almost equal to
the definable closure of K (Corollary 3.23) and for every i, choose a regular function
vi on X lifting ui.
By Proposition 3.18, the integral
ş
E
ϕpv1, . . . , vmqdf1^ . . .dfn does not depend on
our various choices up to a t-negligible element. We can thus setż
K
ω “
ż
E
ϕpv1, . . . , vmqdf1 ^ . . . dfn.
Note that if K 1 is any definable subset almost equal to K then
ş
K1
ω “ ş
K
ω (since
the same E can be used for both computations).
The assignmentK ÞÑ ş
K
ω is finitely additive. Indeed, ifK is a finite union
Ť
jPJ Kj
of definable subsets, we can choose for every j an almost lifting Ej of Kj ; now for
every subset I of J the sets
Ş
jPI Ej and
Ş
jPI Kj almost coincide by Proposition 3.22,
and additivity follows from additivity of integrals over the field ˚R.
3.25.2. — We still assume that X is liftable, but we no longer assume that ω is of the
form ϕpu1, . . . , umqω0 on K. By the very definition of an n-form there exist finitely
many definably open subsets U1, . . . , Ur of XpRq that cover K and such that ω|Ui has
the required form. By Lemma 3.2 we can write the definable closure of K as a finite
union
Ť
jPJ Kj with each Kj definably compact and contained in Uj. By additivityř
H‰IĂJp´1q|I|`1
şŞ
jPI Kj
ω does not depend on the choice of the Uj’s and the Kj ’s,
and we can use this formula as a definition for
ş
K
ω. The assignment K ÞÑ ş
K
ω
remains additive in this more general setting, and
ş
K
ω only depends on the class of
K modulo almost equality.
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3.25.3. — The scheme X is no longer assumed to be liftable, but we assume that
there exist two liftable affine open subsets X 1 and X2 of X such that the definable
closure of K is contained in X 1pRq X X2pRq. We then have a priori two different
definitions for
ş
K
ω, the one using X 1 and the other one using X2. We want to prove
that they coincide. By replacing K by its closure (to which it is almost equal) we can
assume that it is definably compact.
3.25.3.1. — Let us first assume that X2 “ X and X 1 “ Dpsq for some regular
function s on X . By cuting K into sufficiently small pieces and using additivity, we
can assume that ω is of the form ϕpu1, . . . , umqω0 almost everywhere on K, where the
ui’s are regular functions on X , where ϕ is a pO, pu1, . . . , umqq-tame smooth function,
and where ω0 is a section of Ω
n
X{R (this can be achieved since ΩX{R is free because
X is liftable). Lift every ui to a regular function vi on X , and lift ω0 to a relative
n-form ω1 on X .
Let us choose data pX , f1, . . . , fn`1q that witness the liftability of X . Lift every
ui to a regular function vi on X , lift ω0 to a relative n-form ω
1 on X . and lift s to a
regular function σ on X . Set X 2 “ Dpσq. Then pX 1, f1, . . . , fn, fn`1q witnesses the
liftability of X 1. Now choose a t-bounded definable subset of X 2p˚Rq that almost
lifts K. Then it is definable, t-bounded and an almost lifting of K as a subset of
X p˚Rq as well. Therefore the X and the X 1 version of ş
K
ω both are equal to the
class of
ş
E
ϕpv1, . . . , vmqω1 modulo the t-negligible elements.
3.25.3.2. — To handle the general case, let us first note the following. Let x be a
point of X 1XX2. Choose an affine neighborhhood Y of x in X 1XX2 equal to Dpsq as
a subset of X 1, for some regular function s on X 1. Now choose an affine neighborhood
Z of x in Y equal to Dptq as a subset of X2, for some regular function t on X2. The
restriction of t to Y is equal to a{sℓ for some ℓ ě 0 and some regular function a on
X 1; as a consequence Z “ Dpasq as a subset of X2.
Hence we can cover X 1XX2 by finitely open subschemes Y1, . . . , Yr, each of which
is principal in both X 1 and X2. Now write K “ ŤKi with every Ki definable,
definably compact and contained in Yi (Lemma 3.2). For every non-empty subset I
of t1, . . . , ru it follows from 3.25.3.1 that şŞ
iPI Ki
ω does not depend whether one is
working with X 1 or or X2 (because it can be computed working with Yj where j is
any element of I). By additivity it follows that
ş
K
ω also does not depend whether
one is working with X 1 or or X2.
3.26. — Now let us explain how to define
ş
K
ω in general. Let K 1 be the closure of
K, which is definably compact. We choose a finite cover pXiqiPI of X by liftable open
subschemes (which is possible since X is smooth). We then write K 1 as a finite unionŤ
Ki where every Ki is a definably compact semi-algebraic subset of XipRq (Lemma
3.2).
We then set ż
K
ω “
ÿ
H‰JĂI
p´1q|J|`1
ż
Ş
iPJ Ki
ω,
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which makes sense because it follows straightforwardly from the above that it does
not depend on pXiq nor on pKiq.
3.27. — Let X be a smooth R-scheme of finite type of pure dimension n. It follows
from our construction that
pK,ωq ÞÑ
ż
K
ω
(where K is a semi-algebraic subset of XpRq with definably compact closure and ω is
an n-form defined in a definable neighborhood of K) is R-linear in ω, additive in K,
and that it depends on K only up to almost equality.
We can extend this definition to forms with coefficients in a reasonable class of
functions (like piecewise smooth) by requiring everywhere that above that ϕ belong
to the involved class (instead of being smooth) and satisfy some tameness condition.
For instance,
ş
K
|ω| makes sense (and is non-negative). It follows from the definition
that
ş
K
ω only depends on ω|K ; in particular, it is zero if ω vanishes almost everywhere
on K. We can thus extend the definition of
ş
K
ω when we only assume that there
exists a definable subset K 1 of K with definably compact closure such that ω vanishes
on KzK 1.
And of course, we can also define by linearity the integrals of complex-valued forms.
3.28. The complex case. — We now consider a smooth C-scheme of finite type X
of pure dimension n, and a complex-valued pn, nq-form ω with coefficients belonging
to a reasonable class of functions defined in a semi-algebraic open neighborhood of a
semi-algebraic subset K of XpCq. Assume that there exists a semi-algebraic subset
K 1 of K with definably compact closure such that ω vanishes on KzK 1.
Then
ş
K
ω is well defined. Its computation requires (amongst other things) to lift
locally RC{RX to a smooth Ar-scheme and ω to a p2nq-form on this scheme, which
can be achieved by lifting locally X to a smooth A-scheme and ω to an pn, nq-form
on this scheme.
4. From archimedean to non-archimedean forms
4.1. The differential operator d7. — Let X be a smooth scheme of finite type
over C. Our purpose is to define a new differential operator d7 on complex-valued
smooth forms onXpCq. Though we will use holomorphic-antiholomorphic coordinates
to define it, it will be more convenient to work with it in polar coordinates. We thus
begin with introducing them in our framework.
4.1.1. Polar coordinates. — The usual real functions cos and sin are tame at every
point of R, hence θ ÞÑ cos θ ` i sin θ is a well-defined smooth C-valued function on
R, which we denote by θ ÞÑ eiθ; (this is a purely formal notation). The map θ ÞÑ eiθ
is a surjective homomorphism from R to tz P Cˆ, |z| “ 1u. The map θ ÞÑ eiθ is
not injective; its kernel consists of elements of the form 2πn where n is a (possibly)
non-standard integer; i.e., it can be written as the limit of a t-bounded sequence of
integers. For every a P R, the restriction of θ ÞÑ eiθ to ra, a` 2πq and pa, a` 2πs is
injective.
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Every element z of Cˆ can be written reiθ with r P Rą0 and θ P R. The element
r is unique (it is equal to |z|), but θ is not – we say that θ is an argument of z.
Making z vary, we get two !functions" r and θ on Cˆ “ GmpCq. More precisely,
r is an actual function which is tame at every point and takes its values in Rą0,
and dr and d log r “ dr
r
are well-defined differential forms on Cˆ. But θ is only a
multivalued function; nevertheless, the differential form dθ is also well-defined. Let
us quickly explain how. Let z0 P Cˆ and let a be any element of R such that z0 has
an argument θ0 in pa ´ π, a ` πq (this always holds for a “ 0 or a “ π). Then on a
suitable semi-algebraic neighborhood U of z0 in C
ˆ we have a single-valued smooth
argument function θ with values in pa´ π, a` πq (and θpz0q “ θ0). The smooth form
dθ is well-defined on U . From the equality z “ reiθ we get
dz “ eiθdr ` rieiθdθ,
and then
dθ “ ´ i
r
e´iθdz ´ idr
r
.
This last formula does not involve the choice of z0, a and θ0 anymore, and we use it
to define dθ on the whole of Cˆ.
If we see z as an invertible function on Cˆ we shall write dlog |z| instead of dr
r
and
darg z instead of dθ.
From the equality zz “ r2 we get
dlog|z| “ 1
2
¨ 2dr
r
“ 1
2
ˆ
dz
z
` dz
z
˙
.
From the equality z
z
“ e2iθ we get
darg z “ 1
2
¨ 2dθ “ 1
2i
¨ dpe
2iθq
e2iθ
“ 1
2i
ˆ
dz
z
´ dz
z
˙
.
4.1.2. The definition of d7. — The sheaf A 1X bR C of complex-valued smooth 1-
forms on XpCq admits a canonical decomposition A 1X bR C “ A 1,0 ‘ A 0,1. The
formula pω, ω1q ÞÑ p´iω, iω1q defines an order 4 automorphism J of the C8 bR C-
module A 1X bR C; we still denote by J the induced automorphism of A p bR C for
every p. We remark that A 2n bR C » A n,0 bC8bRC A 0,n, so that the operator J
on A 2n bR C is nothing but p´iqninId “ Id.
We then define the derivation d7 : C8X bR C Ñ A 1X bR C as being equal to J ˝ d
(this is an avatar of the classical operator dc); it extends to a compatible system of
exterior derivations
d7 :“ J ˝ d ˝ J´1 : A p bR C Ñ A p`1 bR C.
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Let us see how it acts on polar coordinates. We have
d7plog rq “ Jpdlog rq
“ J
ˆ
1
2
ˆ
dz
z
` dz
z
˙˙
“
ˆ
1
2
ˆ
´idz
z
` idz
z
˙˙
“
ˆ
1
2i
ˆ
dz
z
´ dz
z
˙˙
“ dθ
and
d7pθq “ Jpdθq
“ J
ˆ
1
2i
ˆ
dz
z
´ dz
z
˙˙
“
ˆ
1
2i
ˆ
´idz
z
´ idz
z
˙˙
“
ˆ
1
2
ˆ
´dz
z
´ dz
z
˙˙
“ ´dlog r.
Note that since pd7q2 “ 0 this implies that d7pdlog rq “ 0 and d7pdθq “ 0.
More generally if f is an invertible regular function defined on some Zariski-open
subset U of X we can define dlog|f | and darg f . Those are smooth forms on UpCq
and we have the following equalities
dlog|f | “ 1
2
ˆ
df
f
` df
f
˙
darg f “ 1
2i
ˆ
df
f
´ df
f
˙
d7plog|f |q “ darg f
d7parg fq “ ´dlog|f |.
4.2. — We denote by λ the element ´ log|t| of Rą0, and by Log the normalized
logarithm function a ÞÑ log a{λ from Rą0 to R.
We recall that C is equipped with a non-archimedean absolute value |¨|5, which
sends a non-zero element z to τ stdp
log|z|
log|t|
q where τ is an element of p0, 1q which has
been fixed once and for all, and where stdp¨q denotes the standard part (see 2.7). We
set λ5 “ ´ log τ “ ´ log|t|5 P Rą0. and we denote by Log5 the normalized logarithm
function a ÞÑ log a{λ5 from Rą0 to R.
If a is any element of Cˆ, it follows from the definitions that
Log5|a|5 “ stdpLog|a|q.
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4.3. — The field C is a complete non-archimedean field, so that Berkovich geometry
makes sense over it. For every C-scheme of finite type X , we denote by Xan its
Berkovich analytification.
4.4. Neighborhoods in an analytification. — Let X be a C-scheme of finite
type and let x be a point of Xan. It has a basis of open, resp. affinoid, neighborhoods
V satisfying the following: there exists an affine open subscheme Ω of X such that V
is an open subset, resp. a Weierstraß domain, of Ωan that admits a description by a
system of inequalites of the form
|ϕ1|5 ă R1, . . . , |ϕn|5 ă Rn, resp. |ϕ1|5 ď R1, . . . , |ϕn|5 ď Rn
where the ϕi’s belong to OpΩq, and where the Ri’s are positive real numbers.
Indeed, chose first an open affine subscheme U of X with x P Uan, a family
pf1, . . . , fnq of regular functions on U that generate OpUq over C, and let R be a
positive real number such that |fipxq|5 ă R for all i; let W be the Weierstraß domain
of Uan defined by the inequalities |fi|5 ď R. Now x has a basis of open, resp. affinoid
,neighborhood described by a system of inequalities of the form
|f1|5 ă R, . . . , |fn|5 ă R, |g1|5 ă r1, . . . , |gm|5 ă rm, |h1|5 ą s1, . . . , |hℓ|5 ą sℓ,
resp. |f1|5 ď R, . . . , |fn|5 ď R, |g1|5 ď r1, . . . , |gm|5 ď rm, |h1|5 ě s1, . . . , |hℓ|5 ě sℓ
where the gi’s and the hi’s are analytic functions on W , and where the si’s and the
ri’s are positive real numbers. But OpUq is dense in OpW q, so we can assume by
approximation that the gi’s and the hi’s belong to OpUq. Then the domain described
by the above system of inequalities can also be described as the locus of validity of
|f1|5 ă, . . . , |fn|5 ă R, |g1|5 ă r1, . . . , |gm|5 ă rm, |h´11 |5 ă s´11 , . . . , |h´1ℓ |5 ă s´1ℓ ,
resp. |f1|5 ď R, . . . , |fn|5 ď R, |g1|5 ď r1, . . . , |gm|5 ď rm, |h´11 |5 ď s´11 , . . . , |h´1ℓ |5 ď s´1ℓ
on Dph1h2 . . . hℓqan, whence our claim.
4.5. Two complexes of differential forms. — We fix a smooth C-scheme of finite
type X of pure dimension n.
4.5.1. — Let us begin with some notation. Let U be an open subscheme of X and
let f “ pf1, . . . , fmq be a family of regular functions on U . Let I and J be two subsets
of t1, . . . ,mu. We shall denote by S I,J,pfiq the set of pairs pV, ϕq where:
(a) V is an open subset of pRYt´8uqm, defined by Q-linear inequalities such that
VR contains pLog|f1|, . . . ,Log|fm|qpUpCqq;
(b) ϕ is a reasonably smooth function on V which is pI Y Jq-vanishing.
We identify two pairs pV, ϕq and pV 1, ϕ1q if ϕ and ϕ1 agree on V X V 1; therefore we
shall most of the time omit to mention V and elements of S I,J,pfiq will be called
pI Y Jqq-vanishing reasonably smooth functions.
We denote by S
I,J,pfiq
5 the set of pairs pV, ϕq satisfying condition
pb5q V is an open subset of pR Y t´8uqm, defined by Q-linear inequalities and
containing contains pLog5|f1|5, . . . ,Log5|fm|5qpUanq
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and condition (b) above. Here also, we identify two pairs pV, ϕq and pV 1, ϕ1q if ϕ and
ϕ1 agree on V X V 1 and elements of S I,J,pfiq5 will be called pI, Jq5-vanishing smooth
functions.
We remark that S I,J,pfiq Ă S I,J,pfiq5 .
4.5.2. The non-standard archimedean complex. — Let U be a Zariski open subset
of XpCq. Let us denote by Ap,qpreshpUq the set of those complex-valued pp` qq-smooth
forms ω on UpCq for which there exist:
‚ a finite family pf1, . . . , fmq of regular functions on U ;
‚ for every pair pI, Jq with I and J two subsets of t1, . . . ,mu of respective cardi-
nality p and q, an pIYJq-vanishing reasonably smooth function ϕI,J P S I,J,pfiq,
such that
ω “
ÿ
I,J
ϕI,J pLog|f1|, . . . ,Log|fm|qdLog|fI | ^ darg fJ
where dLog|f |I stands for dLog|fi1 | ^ . . . ^ dLog|fip | if i1 ă i2 ă . . . ă ip are the
elements of I, and similarly for darg fJ .
We denote by Ap,q the sheaf on XZar associated to the presheaf Ap,qpresh, and by A
‚,‚
the direct sum
À
p,q A
p,q.
We set for short A0 “ A0,0. By construction, A0pXq is the subsheaf (of C-algebras)
of the push-forward of C bR C8X to XZar, whose sections are the smooth functions
that are locally on XZar of the form ϕpLog|f1|, . . . ,Log|fm|q for some finite family
pf1, . . . , fmq of regular functions and some reasonably smooth function ϕ on a suitable
open subset of pR Y t´8uqm.
The sheaf A‚,‚ has a natural structure of bi-graded A0-algebra; it follows from
3.15.3 that the differentials d and d7 induce two differentials on A‚,‚, which are still
denoted by d and d7. The differential d is of bidegree p1, 0q and maps a form
ϕ pLog|f1|, . . . ,Log|fm|qdLog|fI | ^ darg fJ
to ÿ
1ďiďm
Bϕ
Bxi pLog|f1|, . . . ,Log|fm|qdLog|fi| ^ dLog|fI | ^ darg fJ .
The differential d7 is of bidegree p0, 1q and maps a form
ϕ pLog|f1|, . . . ,Log|fm|qdLog|fI | ^ darg fJ
to ÿ
1ďiďm
Bϕ
Bxi pLog|f1|, . . . ,Log|fm|qdarg fi ^ dLog|fI | ^ darg fJ .
The operator J also acts on A‚,‚; it maps a form
ϕ pLog|f1|, . . . ,Log|fm|qdLog|fI | ^ darg fJ
to
p´1qqϕ pLog|f1|, . . . ,Log|fm|qdarg fI ^ dLog|fJ |
and acts trivially on An,n.
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4.5.3. The non-archimedean complex. — Let U be a Zariski-open subset of X . Let
us denote by Bp,qpreshpUq the set of those complex-valued pp, qq-smooth forms ω on Uan
in the sense of [CLD] for which there exist:
‚ a finite family pf1, . . . , fmq of regular functions on U ;
‚ for every pair pI, Jq with I and J two subsets of t1, . . . ,mu of respective cardi-
nality p and q, an pI, Jq5-vanishing reasonably smooth function ϕI,J P S I,J,pfiq5 ,
such that
ω “
ÿ
I,J
ϕI,J pLog5|f1|5, . . . ,Log5|fm|5qd1Log5|fI |5 ^ d2 log|fJ |5
where d1Log5|fI |5 stands for d1Log5|fi1 |5 ^ . . . ^ d1Log5|fip |5 if i1 ă i2 ă . . . ă ip are
the elements of I, and similarly for d2 log|fJ |5.
We denote by Bp,q the sheaf on XZar associated to the presheaf Bp,qpresh. We
denote by B‚,‚ the direct sum
À
p,q B
p,q. We set for short B0 “ B0,0. By con-
struction, B0 is the subsheaf (of C-algebras) of the push-forward of C bR A0Xan to
XZar, whose sections are the smooth functions that are locally on XZar of the form
ϕpLog5|f1|5, . . . ,Log5|fm|5q for some finite family pf1, . . . , fmq of regular functions and
some reasonably smooth function ϕ on a suitable open subset of pR Y t´8uqm.
The sheaf B‚,‚ is a bi-graded B0-algebra which is stable under d1 and d2.
4.6. Remark. — Every pp, qq-form in the sense of [CLD] can be written locally for
the Berkovich topology as a sumÿ
ψI,Jplog|gi|5, . . . , log|gm|5qd1 log|gI |5 ^ d2 log|gJ |5
where the ψI,J are smooth and where the gi’s are invertible analytic functions.
By the very definition of an pIYJq-vanishing reasonably smooth function, a section
ω “
ÿ
I,J
ϕI,J pLog5|f1|5, . . . ,Log5|fm|5qd1Log5|fI |5 ^ d2 log|fJ |5
of Bp,qpresh fulfills this condition, because locally for the Berkovich topology, every non-
zero term of the sum can be rewritten by involving only the invertible fi’s. But the
reader should be aware that ω can not in general be written locally for the Zariski
topology as a sumÿ
ψI,Jplog|gi|5, . . . , log|gm|5qd1 log|gI |5 ^ d2 log|gJ |5
where the gi’s are invertible algebraic functions.
(Consider for example a non-zero smooth function ϕ onR that vanishes on p´8, Aq
for some A, and the section ϕpLog5|T |5qd1Log5|T |5 ^ d2 log|T |5 of B1,1 on A1,anC .)
4.7. Definition. — Let S be a real-closed field. A subset of pS Yt´8uqm is called
a pseudo-polyhedron if it is a finite union of sets of the form#
px1, . . . xmq P
ź
iPI
r´8, bis ˆ
ź
iPJ
rai, bis s.t. ϕ1pxiqiPJ ď 0, . . . , ϕrpxiqiPJ ď 0
+
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where
˛ I and J are two subsets of t1, . . . ,mu that partition it;
˛ the ai’s and the bi’s are elements of S;
˛ the ϕj ’s are affine forms whose linear parts have coefficients in Q.
A subset of Sm is a polyhedron if this is a pseudo-polyhedron of pS Y t´8uqm.
This amounts to requiring that it be a finite union of sets of the form$&%px1, . . . xmq P ź
iPt1,...,nu
rai, bis s.t. ϕ1pxiq1ďďn ď 0, . . . , ϕrpxiq1ďiďn ď 0
,.- ,
where the ai’s, the bi’s and the ϕi’s are as above.
4.7.1. — Let X be an analytic space over C and let f1, . . . , fm be analytic functions
on X . Let P be a pseudo-polyhedron of pR Y t´8uqm. The set
pLog5|f1|5, . . . ,Log5|fm|5q´1pP q
is a closed analytic domain of X .
4.7.2. — Let P be a pseudo-polyhedron of pR Y t´8uqm. The subset
|t|´P :“ t|t|´x, x P P u
(with the convention that |t|8 “ 0) is an rcf-defiable subset of Rmě0; indeed, it is
defined by monomial inequalities. One sees easily that if P depends doag-definably
on some set of parameters a1, . . . , aℓ P R then |t|´P depends rcf-definably on
|t|a1 , . . . , |t|aℓ .
4.7.3. — In practice, we shall encounter pseudo-polyhedra over the real closed fields
R and R.
4.7.3.1. — Let P Ă pR Y t´8uqm be a pseudo-polyhedron over R. It gives rise
by base-change to a pseudo-polyhedron over PR Ă pR Y t´8uqm over the field R
which has the following properties: it can be written as a finite union of subsets
of pR Y t´8uqm admitting a description like in definition 4.7 with the additional
properties that all ai’s and bi’s are bounded; we shall say for short that such a
pseudo-polyhedron is bounded.
4.7.3.2. — Let Π be a bounded pseudo-polyhedron in pRY t´8uqm. For every x in
R Y t´8u which is either negative unbounded or equal to ´8 we set stdpxq “ ´8;
with this convention, the definition
stdpΠq :“ tpstdpx1q, . . . , stdpxmqqupx1,...,xmqPΠ
makes sense, and stdpΠq is a pseudo-polyhedron of pR Y t´8uqm.
To see this, we can assume that Π is of the form#
px1, . . . xmq P
ź
iPI
r´8, bis ˆ
ź
iPJ
rai, bis s.t. ϕ1pxiqiPJ ď 0, . . . , ϕrpxiqiPJ ď 0
+
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where the notation is as in Definition 4.7 and where the ai’s and the bi’s are bounded.
Set
Θ “
#
pxiqiPJ P
ź
iPJ
rai, bis s.t. ϕ1pxiqiPJ ď 0, . . . , ϕrpxiqiPJ ď 0
+
.
This is a bounded polyhedron of RJ and one has
stdpΠq “
˜ź
iPI
r´8, stdpbiqs
¸
ˆ stdpΘq.
So it suffices to prove that stdpΘq is a polyhedron. Otherwise said, we can assume
that I “ H and J “ t1, . . . ,mu and it suffices to show that stdpΠq is a polyhedron.
In fact we shall prove more generally that stdpΠq is a polyhedron when Π is any
bounded doag-definable subset of Rm. We use induction on m; there is nothing to
prove if m “ 0. Assume now that m ą 0 and that the result holds for integers ă m.
By cell decomposition for an o-minimal theory, we can assume that Π is an open cell.
So there exists an open doag-definable subset ∆ of Rm´1 and two doag-definable
functions λ and µ from ∆ to R such that λ ă µ on ∆ and Π is equal to the set of
those m-uples px1, . . . , xmq P Rm such that
px1, . . . , xm´1q P ∆ and λpx1, . . . , xm´1q ă xm ă µpx1, . . . , xm´1qu.
Up to refining the original cell decomposition, we can even assume that λ and µ are
affine with their linear parts having coefficients in Q.
Since the cell Π is bounded, its projection ∆ onto Rm´1 is bounded as well, and
the constant terms of both λ and µ are bounded too, thus the standard parts stdpλq
and stdpµq make sense as affine functions from Rm´1 Ñ R, with linear parts having
coefficients in Q.
Now a direct computation shows that stdpΠq is equal to the set of those m-uples
px1, . . . , xmq P Rm such that
px1, . . . , xm´1q P stdp∆q and stdpλqpx1, . . . , xm´1q ď xm ď stdpµqpx1, . . . , xm´1qu.
Since stdp∆q is a polyhedron of Rm´1 by our induction hypothesis, we are done.
4.8. — Let U be a Zariski-open subset of X , let g1, . . . , gℓ be regular functions on
U and let P be a pseudo-polyhedron of pR Y t´8uqℓ. Let Q be the closed analytic
domain pLog5|g|5q´1pP q of Uan (with g “ pg1, . . . , gℓq). A point x of UpCq belongs to
Q if and only if Log5|gpxq|5 P P , which means that
´ log
ˆ
τ
std
´
log|gpxq|
log|t|
¯˙
log τ
P P
ðñ ´std
ˆ
log|gpxq|
log|t|
˙
P P
ðñ Log|gpxq| P PR ` nm
where we denote by n the set of negligible elements of R.
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4.9. Notation. — If Π is a pseudo-polyhedron of pRYt´8uqℓ for some ℓ and if a is a
non-negative element of R we shall denote by Πa the pseudo-polyhedron Π`r´a, asℓ.
If Π and a are bounded then Πa is bounded as well.
4.10. Lemma. — Let X be a C-scheme of finite type, let g : V Ñ AℓC be a mor-
phism, and let Π be a bounded pseudo-polyhedron of pRYt´8uqℓ . The following are
equivalent:
(i) the analytic domain pLog5|g|5q´1pstdpΠqq of Xan is compact;
(ii) there exists a positive standard number ε such that the semi-algebraic subset
pLog|g|q´1pΠεq of XpCq is definably compact.
Proof. — Choose a finite affine open cover pXiq of X and for each i, a finite family
pfijq of regular functions on Xi that generate OXpXiq as a C-algebra. For every i and
every positive bounded elementM of R (resp. every positive real numberM), denote
by KMi (resp. K
M
i5 ) the subset of XipCq consisting of points at which Log|fij | ď M
for all j (resp. the subset of Xani consisting of points at which Log5|fij |5 ďM for all
j). For every positive real number M and every positive real number ε we have the
inclusions
KMi Ă KMi5 pCq Ă KM`εi .
Assume that (i) holds. As pLog5|g|5q´1pstdpΠqq is compact, it is contained inŤ
iK
M
i5 for some positive real number M .
Let a be a positive infinitesimal element of R. The subset pLog|g|q´1pΠaq of XpCq
is contained in pLog5|g|5q´1pstdpΠaqq “ pLog5|g|5q´1pstdpΠq; it is thus contained in
the definably compact semi-algebraic subset
Ť
iK
M`1
i .
Let I be the set of positive elements a of R such that pLog|g|q´1pΠaq Ă
Ť
iK
M`1
i .
This is a definable subset of Rą0 which contains by the above every positive infinites-
imal element; thus it contains some standard positive element ε. The semi-algebraic
subset pLog|g|q´1pΠεq of XpCq is closed by its very definition, and is contained in the
definably compact semi-algebraic subset
Ť
iK
M`1
i by the choice of ε, so it is definably
compact; thus (ii) holds.
Conversely, assume that (ii) holds. Then here exists a positive real numberM such
that pLog|g|q´1pΠεq Ă
Ť
iK
M
i .
The set of of C-points of pLog5|g|5q´1pΠq is contained in pLog|g|q´1pΠεq, hence
in
Ť
iK
M
i . The latter is itself contained in the set of C-points of
Ť
iK
M
i5 ; thus
pLog5|g|5q´1pΠq Ă
Ť
iK
M
i5 , which implies that pLog5|g|5q´1pΠq is compact.
4.11. Notation. — Let X and g be as in Lemma 4.10 above. The set of bounded
pseudo-polyhedra Π of pR Y t´8uqℓ such that the equivalent assertions (i) and (ii)
of Lemma 4.10 hold will be denoted by Θpgq. For any Π P Θpgq, we will denote by
Λpg,Πq the set of positive real numbers ε as in (ii).
4.12. Remark. — Let X and g be as in Lemma 4.10 above, and let Π P Θpgq. The
set Λpg,Πq is non-empty by definition; choose ε therein. If η is any real number in
p0, εq then it is clear that Πη P Θpgq and that pε´ ηq P Λpg,Πηq.
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4.13. Theorem. — There exists a unique morphism of sheaves of bi-graded differ-
ential R-algebras on XZar
A
‚,‚ ÝÑ B‚,‚
ω ÞÝÑ ω5
such that for every Zariski-open subset U of X, every finite family pf1, . . . , fmq of
regular functions on U , every pair pI, Jq of subsets of t1, . . . ,mu and every pI Y Jq-
vanishing reasonably smooth function ϕ in S I,J,pfiq, one has
rϕ pLog|f1|, . . . ,Log|fm|qdLog|fI | ^ darg fJ s5 “
ϕ pLog5|f1|5, . . . ,Log5|fm|5qd1Log5|fI |5 ^ d2 log|fJ |5.
Moreover, this morphism enjoys the following properties; let U be a Zariski-open
subset of X and let ω P Ap,qpUq.
(1) Assume that the support of ω is contained in some definably compact semi-
algebraic subset of UpCq. Then ω5 is compactly supported.
We assume from now on that p “ q “ n.
(2) Let g : U Ñ AℓC be a morphism and let Π be an element of Θpgq. The integralş
pLog|g|q´1pΠq
|ω| is bounded, which implies that ş
pLog|g|q´1pΠq
ω is bounded too.
(3) Let pViq be a finite family of Zariski-open subsets of U ; for every i, let gi be a
morphism from Vi Ñ AℓiC and let Πi be an element of Θpgiq. Then:
std
˜ż
Ť
ipLog|gi|q
´1pΠi,εq
ω
¸
ÝÑ p2πqn
ż
Ť
ipLog5|gi|5q
´1pstdpΠiqq
ω5(a)
std
˜ż
Ť
ipLog|gi|q
´1pΠi,εq
|ω|
¸
ÝÑ p2πqn
ż
Ť
ipLog5|gi|5q
´1pstdpΠiqq
|ω5|5(b)
when the positive standard number ε belongs to
Ş
i Λpgi,Πiq and tends to 0.
Moreover there exists a positive negligible element α P R such that
std
˜ż
Ť
ipLog|gi|q
´1pΠi,εqz
Ť
ipLog|gi|q
´1pΠi,αq
|ω|
¸
ÝÑ 0(c)
when the positive standard number ε belongs to
Ş
i Λpgi,Πiq and tends to 0.
(4) Assume that the support of ω is contained in a definably compact semi-algebraic
subset of UpCq, which implies by (1) that ω5 is compactly supported. Thenş
UpCq|ω| is bounded and
std
˜ż
UpCq
ω
¸
“ p2πqn
ż
Uan
ω5(d)
std
˜ż
UpCq
|ω|
¸
“ p2πqn
ż
Uan
|ω5|5.(e)
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4.14. Remark. — Statement (3c) has the following consequence. Assume that we
are given for every small enough positive standard ε in
Ş
i Λpgi,Πiq a semi-algebraic
subset Dε of UpCq satisfyingď
i
pLog|gi|q´1 pΠi,αq Ă Dε Ă
ď
i
pLog|gi|q´1 pΠi,εq.
Then
std
ˆż
Dε
ω
˙
ÝÑ p2πqn
ż
Ť
ipLog5|gi|5q
´1pstdpΠiqq
ω5(f)
std
ˆż
Dε
|ω|
˙
ÝÑ p2πqn
ż
Ť
ipLog5|gi|5q
´1pstdpΠiqq
|ω5|5(g)
when the positive standard number ε tends to 0.
5. Proof of Theorem 4.13
5.1. Compatibility with integration. — We shall in some sense establish the
good behavior with respect to integration before showing the existence of the mor-
phism ω ÞÑ ω5. Let us make this more precise.
5.1.1. Our setting. — We assume that ω can be writtenÿ
I,J
ϕI,J pLog|f1|, . . . ,Log|fm|q dLog|fI | ^ darg fJ
where I and J run through the set of subsets of t1, . . . ,mu of cardinality n, where
pfiq1ďiďm is a family of regular invertible functions on U , and where ϕI,J is an pIYJq-
vanishing reasonably smooth function in S I,J,pfiq for each pI, Jq. We denote by ω5
the form ÿ
I,J
ϕI,J pLog5|f1|5 . . . ,Log5|fm|5qd1Log5|fI |5 ^ d2 log|fJ |5
(we insist that our morphism has not yet been defined, so ω5 is currently just a
notation for the form above).
We also assume that the open covering pUiq is the trivial covering consisting of one
open subset U1 “ U and that V1 “ V , and we write g instead of g1, Π instead of Π1
and ℓ instead of ℓ1.
The whole subsection 5.1 will be devoted to the proof of (2) and (3) in this setting.
5.1.2. Proof of (2). — We shall in fact prove that
ş
K
|ω| is bounded for any t-
bounded definably compact semi-algebraic subset K of UpCq; so, let us fix such a
subset K. Since K is definably compact and since Log|fi| only takes bounded values
on the invertible locus of fi, there exists a positive standard real number A such that
Log|fi| ď A on K for all i; thus there exists a positive standard real number N such
that |ϕI,JpLog|f1|, . . . ,Log|fm|q| ď N on K for all pI, Jq.
Fix I and J . By the very definition of pI Y Jq-vanishing reasonably smooth func-
tions, there exists two open subsets V 1I,J Ă VI,J of pRYt´8uqm, defined by Q-linear
inequalities, and such that the following holds:
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˛ ϕI,J is defined on VI,J and pLog|f1|, . . . ,Log|fm|qpUpCqq Ă VI,JpRq;
˛ ϕI,J |V 1
I,J
“ 0, and for every i P IYJ , the i-th coordinate function does not take
the value ´8 on V zV 1.
Let KI,J be the pre-image of VI,JzV 1I,J in K under pLog|f1|, . . . ,Log|fm|q. This is a
definably compact semi-algebraic subset of K on which |fi| does not vanish as soon
as i P I Y J ; by construction, ϕI,J pLog|f1|, . . . ,Log|fm|q vanishes on KzKI,J .
By enlarging A, we may assume that for all I, J and all i P I Y J one has the
minoration log|fi| ě ´A on KI,J .
For every subset L of t1, . . . ,mu, denote by DL the subset of UpCq consisting of
points at which every fi with i P L is invertible. Let i P t1, . . . ,mu; on Dtiu we set
fi “ rieiθi for every i, with obvious notation (θi is a multi-valued function, but we will
only use it through the well-defined differential form dθi). Let I and J be two subsets
of t1, . . . ,mu of cardinality n. Let i1 ă . . . ă in be the elements of I, and j1 ă . . . ă jn
be those of J ; on DIYJ , we set
drI
rI
“ dri1
ri1
^ . . . ^ drin
rin
and dθJ “ dθj1 ^ . . .^ dθjn .
Let S1R denote the “unit circle” tz P C, |z| “ 1u. Let uI,J be the map from DI,J to
pRą0qn ˆ pS1Rqn that maps a point x to
´
|fi1pxq|, . . . , |finpxq|, fj1 pxq|fj1 pxq| , . . . ,
fjn pxq
|fjn pxq|
¯
.
We denote by ρj the coordinate function on pRą0qn ˆ pS1Rqn corresponding to the
j-th factor Rą0, and by ̟j the multi-valued argument function corresponding to the
j-th factor S1R. The form d̟j is well-defined (we can describe it alternatively as the
pull-back under the projection to the j-th factor S1R » tpx, yq P R2, x2 ` y2 “ 1u of
the form xdy ´ ydx). Let EI,J denote the e´tale locus of uI,J ; by definability and
o-minimality, there exists an integer d such that the fibers of uI,J |EI,JXK are all of
cardinality ď d for all I and J .
We then haveż
K
|ω| ď N
λn
ÿ
I,J
ż
KI,J
ˇˇˇˇ
drI
rI
^ dθJ
ˇˇˇˇ
(h)
“ N
λn
ÿ
I,J
ż
KI,JXEI,J
ˇˇˇˇ
drI
rI
^ dθJ
ˇˇˇˇ
(i)
ď Nd
λn
ÿ
I,J
ż
uI,J pKI,JXEI,J q
ˇˇˇˇ
dρ1
ρ1
^ . . .^ dρn
ρn
^ d̟1 ^ . . .^ d̟n
ˇˇˇˇ
(j)
ď Nd
ˆ
2π
λ
˙nÿ
I,J
ż
|fI |pKI,JXEI,J q
dρ1
ρ1
^ . . .^ dρn
ρn
(k)
ď
ˆ
m
n
˙2
Nd
ˆ
2π
λ
˙n ż
r|t|A,|t|´Asn
dρ1
ρ1
^ . . .^ dρn
ρn
(l)
ď
ˆ
m
n
˙2
Nd
ˆ
2π
λ
˙n
p´2A log|t|qn(m)
“
ˆ
m
n
˙2
Ndp4Aπqn.(n)
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Hence
ş
K
|ω| is bounded, as announced.
5.1.3. Proof of (3) (c). — Let Π P θpgq. Choose a positive standard real number a
in Λpg,Πq (such an a exists in view of Remark 4.12). For every non-negative standard
real number ε we set Pε “ stdpΠq ` r´ε, εsℓ Ă Rℓ (so P0 “ stdpΠq). Let us introduce
some notation:
˛ Vε “ pLog5|g|5q´1 pPεq Ă Uan, for ε a standard element of r0, as;
˛ Vε,η “ pLog5|g|5q´1 pPεzPηq Ă Uan, for ε a standard element of r0, as and η a
standard element of p0, εq;
˛ Kε “ pLog|g|q´1 pΠεq Ă UpCq, for ε any element of R lying on r0, as;
˛ Kε,η “ pLog|g|q´1 pΠεzΠηq Ă UpCq, for ε any element of R lying on r0, as and
η any element of R lying on p0, εq.
We fix two subsets I and J of t1, . . . ,mu of cardinality n. For every standard real
number A we shall need the following extra notation:
˛ V Aε (resp. V Aε,η) for the intersection of Vε (resp. Vε,η) with the closed analytic
domain of Uan defined by the inequalities Log5|fi|5 ě A for all i P I;
˛ KAε (resp. KAε,η) for the intersection of Kε (resp. Kε,η) with the closed semi-
algebraic subset of UpCq defined by the inequalities Log|fi| ě A for all i P I;
The pre-image of VI,JzV 1I,J (the notation is defined in the second paragraph of
5.1.2) in Ka under pLog|fi|q1ďiďm is definably compact, and none of the fi’s with
i P I vanishes on it; and the pre-image of VI,JzV 1I,J in Va under pLog5|fi|5q1ďiďm is
definably compact, and none of the fi’s with i P I vanishes on it. Thus there exists a
standard real number A such that for all element ε of R lying on r0, as, the function
ϕI,JpLog|f |q vanishes on KεzKAε and the function ϕI,JpLog5|f |5q vanishes on VεzV Aε .
Recall that the skeleton of GI,anm is the closed subspace of G
I,an
m homeomorphic to
RI via the mapping sk : RI Ñ GI,anm sending plogpriqqiPI to the seminorm assigning
the real number maxmPZI |am|
ś
iPI r
mi
i to a Laurent polynomial
ř
mPZI amT
m. Let
Σ be the pre-image of the skeleton of GI,anm under fI |V Aa . This is a skeleton of V Aa
in the sense of [Duc12], 4.6 (see loc. cit., Thm. 5.1; note that some mistake in
this paper is corrected in [Duc13]); in particular it inherits a canonical piecewise-
linear structure and pLog5|fI |5q|Σ is piecewise-linear. Moreover if W is any compact
analytic domain of V Aa , the intersection Σ X W is a piecewise-linear subset of Σ
and Log5|fI |5pW qpnq “ Log5|fI |5ppΣ XW qpnqq, where the superscript pnq denotes the
pure n-dimensional part of a piecewise-linear set (this last equality is a lemma which
is shown in a forthcoming version of [CLD]; its proof is not difficult and rests on
the description of a skeleton in terms of tropical dimension, see [CLD], 2.3.3); in
particular, the volume of Log5|fI |5pW q is equal to that of Log5|fI |5pW X Σq.
Choose ε P p0, as. From the equality V Aε zV A0 “
Ť
0ăηăε V
A
ε,η, we get
VolpLog5|fI |5ppV Aε zV A0 qq “ sup
0ăηăε
VolpLog5|fI |5pV Aε,ηqq
“ sup
0ăηăε
VolpLog5|fI |5pΣX V Aε,ηqq
“ VolpLog5|fI |5ppΣX V Aε qqzΣX V A0 qq.
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Now pΣX V Aε q0ăεďa is a non-increasing family of compact piecewise linear subsets of
Σ with intersection ΣXV A0 , and Log5|fI |5|Σ is piecewise linear. Since dimΣ ď n, this
implies that that VolpLog5|fI |5pΣXV Aε zΣXV A0 qq tends to zero when ε tends to zero.
By the above, this means that VolpLog5|fI |5pV Aε zV A0 qq tends to zero.
For every standard ε P p0, as the set Log5|fI |5pV Aε zV A0 q is doag-definable, and
depends doag-definably on ε. Denote it by Λε. By definability, Λε,R makes sense for
every element ε P R with 0 ă ε ď a.
Let D be the set of positive elements x P R such that x ă a{2 and
Log|fI |
`
KAε zKAx
˘ Ă Λ2ε,R
for all ε P px, a
2
q. An element x of R belongs to D if and only if the implication
p|gpzq| P |t|´pΠεzΠxq and |fIpzq| P |t|rA,`8qI q ñ |fIpzq| P |t|´Λ2ε,R
holds for all z P UpCq. It thus follows from 4.7.2 that |t|D is definable; but since it is
one-dimensional, it is a finite union of intervals by o-minimality, so D is also such a
union, hence is definable as well. Moreover, it contains by the above every bounded x
whose standard part belongs to p0, a
2
s. As a consequence, D contains rαI , a2 s for some
positive negligible element α.
For all element ε of R lying on pα, a{2q we have
Log|fI |pKAε zKAα q Ă Λ2ε,R.
The inclusion above holds in particular for every positive standard ε ă a{2; for such
an ε we thus have
1
λn
ż
|fI |pKAε zK
A
α q
dρ1
ρ1
^ . . .^ dρn
ρn
ď VolpΛI2εq.
Since VolpΛI2εq ÝÑ 0 when ε ÝÑ 0, it follows that
std
˜
1
λn
ż
|fI |pKAε zK
A
α q
dρ1
ρ1
^ . . .^ dρn
ρn
¸
ÝÑ 0
when ε ÝÑ 0. In view of inequality (k) of paragraph 5.1.2, this implies that
std
˜ż
KAε zK
A
α
|ϕI,J pLog|f1|, . . . ,Log|fm|qdLog|fI | ^ darg fJ |
¸
ÝÑ 0
when ε ÝÑ 0. But by the choice of A the integralż
KAε zK
A
α
|ϕI,JpLog|f1|, . . . ,Log|fm|qdLog|fI | ^ darg fJ |
is equal to ż
KεzKα
|ϕI,JpLog|f1|, . . . ,Log|fm|qdLog|fI | ^ darg fJ | ,
so that
std
˜ż
KεzKα
|ϕI,J pLog|f1|, . . . ,Log|fm|qdLog|fI | ^ darg fJ |
¸
ÝÑ 0
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when ε ÝÑ 0.
The infinitesimal element α above depends a priori on pI, Jq; but by taking it large
enough (and still infinitesimal) we can ensure that it does not. Then
std
˜ż
KεzKα
|ω|
¸
ÝÑ 0
when ε ÝÑ 0, which ends the proof of (3) (c) in our particular setting.
5.1.4. Proof of (3) (a) and (3) (b): reduction to a particular case. — Set
h “ pf, gq, P “ stdpΠq, W “ pLog5|g|5q´1 pP q Ă V an, and Q “ Log5|h|5pW q Ă Rm`ℓ.
Then W “ pLog5|h|5q´1pQq. We are now going to explain why it is sufficient to prove
assertion (3) for pQR, hq instead of pΠ, gq. So we assume (3) (a) and (b) hold for
pQR, hq.
If ε is a positive real number we clearly have pLog5|h|5q´1 pQεq Ă pLog5|g|5q´1 pPεq.
On the other hand for every ε ą 0 the set pLog5|h|5q´1 pQεq is a neighborhood of W ,
hence contains pLog5|g|5q´1 pPηq for some η which can be taken in p0, εs (here we use
topological properness – recall that Π P Θpgq). Let δpεq denote the upper bound of!
η P p0, εq, pLog5|g|5q´1 pPηq Ă pLog5|h|5q´1 pQεq
)
;
note that by compactness we have pLog5|h|5q´1 pPδpεqq Ă pLog5|h|5q´1 pQεq. Then δ is
a doag-definable function; in view of the fact that δpεq ď ε by definition, this implies
that there exists a positive rational number r and a positive real numberM such that
δpεq “Mεr for ε small enough.
This implies that
pLog|h|q´1 pQR, ε
2
q Ă pLog|g|q´1 pΠεq Ă pLog|h|q´1 pQR, 2
M
ε1{r q
for ε a small enough standard positive real number. Since we assume that (3) (a) and
(3) (b) hold for pQR, hq (and since (3) (c) has already been proved) it follows from
Remark 4.14 that
std
˜ż
pLog|g|q´1pΠεq
ω
¸
ÝÑ p2πqn
ż
pLog5|g|5q
´1pP q
ω5
and
std
˜ż
pLog|g|q´1pΠεq
|ω|
¸
ÝÑ p2πqn
ż
pLog5|g|5q
´1pP q
|ω5|5
when the positive standard number ε belongs to Λpg,Πq and tends to 0.
Therefore if the result holds for pQR, hq it holds for pΠ, gq; we thus can replace Π
by QR and g by h, and then enlarge f (which is harmless) so that g “ f . We keep
the notation P “ stdpΠq and
W “ pLog5|g|5q´1 pP q “ pLog5|f |5q´1 pP q
note that we have Π “ PR and pLog5|f |5q pW q “ P .
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5.1.5. Arguing piecewise on P . — Assume that we are given a finite covering pPiqiPI
of P by pseudo-polyhedra, and that for every non-empty subset J of I, statements
(3) (a) and (3) (b) hold for pPJ , fq with PJ :“
Ş
iPJ Pi. Then these statements hold
for pP, fq.
Indeed, for every i set Πi “ Pi,R, and every non-empty subset J of I, set ΠJ “ PJ,R.
For every positive standard ε we have Πε “
Ť
iΠi,ε. Now let J be a non-empty subset
of I.
If PJ “ H then for ε small enough we have
Ş
iPJ Πi,ε “ H. If PJ ‰ H then by
definability and compactness there exists two positive real number A and η such that
PJ,ε Ă
č
iPJ
Pi,ε Ă PJ,Aε
for all positive real number ε ă η which implies (by model-completeness of doag)
that
ΠJ,ε Ă
č
iPJ
Πi,ε Ă ΠJ,Aε
for every positive ε ă η in R
The difference ż
pLog|f |q´1pΠεq
ω ´
ÿ
J‰H
p´1q|J|`1
ż
pLog|f |q´1pΠJ,εq
ω
can be rewrittenÿ
J‰H
p´1q|J|`1
˜ż
Ş
iPJ pLog|f |q
´1pΠi,εq
ω ´
ż
pLog|f |q´1pΠJ,εq
ω
¸
.
It now follows from (3) (c) (which has already be proven) and from the inclusions
ΠJ,ε Ă
Ş
iPJ Πi,ε Ă ΠJ,Aε (which hold for ε small enough) that
std
˜ż
Ş
iPJ pLog|f |q
´1pΠi,εq
ω ´
ż
pLog|f |q´1pΠJ,εq
ω
¸
ÝÑ 0
when ε ÝÑ 0 (and remains standard). Thus
std
˜ż
pLog|f |q´1pΠεq
ω ´
ÿ
J‰H
p´1q|J|`1
ż
pLog|f |q´1pΠJ,εq
ω
¸
ÝÑ 0
when ε ÝÑ 0 As statements (3) (a) and (3) (b) hold for every PJ , this implies that
std
˜ż
pLog|f |q´1pΠεq
ω
¸
ÝÑ
ÿ
J
p´1q|J|`1
ż
pLog5|f |5q
´1pPJ q
ω5 “
ż
pLog5|f |5q
´1pP q
ω5
when ε ÝÑ 0.
We prove in the same way that
std
˜ż
pLog|f |q´1pΠεq
|ω|
¸
ÝÑ
ż
pLog5|f |5q
´1pP q
|ω5|5
when ε ÝÑ 0.
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5.1.6. — We are now going to prove that there exists a finite covering pPiq of P by
pseudo-polyhedra such that for every i the following hold:
˛ for every pair pI, Jq of subsets of t1, . . . ,mu of cardinality n, either ϕI,J is
identically zero on Pi, either for every px1, . . . , xmq P Pi and every j P I Y J we
have xj ‰ ´8;
˛ there exists a subset E of t1, . . . ,mu such that:
‚ for every px1, . . . , xmq P Pi and every j P E we have xj ‰ ´8;
‚ for every pair pI, Jq of subsets of t1, . . . ,mu of cardinality n, there exists
a compactly supported smooth function ψI,J on R
E such that for every
px1, . . . , xmq P Pi one has ϕI,J px1, . . . , xmq “ ψI,JpxjqjPE .
Indeed, let ξ be a point of P and let I and J be two subsets of t1, . . . ,mu of
cardinality n. By the very definition of pIYJq-vanishing reasonably smooth functions,
there exists a pseudo-polyhedral neighborhhod Q of x in P such that
˛ either ϕI,J is identically zero on Q, either for every px1, . . . , xmq P Q and every
j P I Y J we have xj ‰ ´8;
˛ there exists a subset E of t1, . . . ,mu such that:
‚ we have xj ‰ ´8 for every px1, . . . , xmq P Q and every j P E ;
‚ there exists a compactly supported smooth function ψ on RE such that
for every px1, . . . , xmq P Q one has ϕI,J px1, . . . , xmq “ ψpxjqjPE
(note that a priori ψ is a smooth function defined on an open neighborhood of the
projection of Q to RE, but since the latter is compact we can assume that ψ is defined
on the whole of RE and compactly supported). We now conclude by compactness of
P .
5.1.7. — In view of 5.1.5 and of 5.1.6, we can assume that there exists a subset E of
t1, . . . ,mu satisfying the following:
˛ for all px1, . . . , xmq in P and all j P E, we have xj ‰ ´8;
˛ one can in fact write
ω “
ÿ
I,J
ϕI,J pLog|fj|qjPE dLog|fI | ^ darg fJ
and
ω5 “
ÿ
I,J
ϕI,J pLog5|fj|5qjPE d1Log5|fI |5 ^ d2 log|fJ |5
where I and J run through the set of subsets of E of cardinality n, and where
the ϕI,J are smooth, compactly supported functions on R
E .
We note that the fj ’s with j P E are invertible on W ; we set Q “ pLog5|fE |5qpW q;
this is a compact polyhedron of RE which can also be described as the image of P
under the projection to pR Y t´8uqE .
We denote by ξ the Lagerberg formÿ
I,J
1
λ5
n
ϕI,Jpxj{λ5qjPE d1xE ^ d2xE
on λ5Q; by construction, ω5 “ f˚Eξ.
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5.1.8. The case where dimQ ă n. — We then have ξ|λ5Q “ 0, so ω5 “ 0; hence it
suffices to prove that
std
˜ż
pLog|g|q´1pΠεq
|ω|
¸
ÝÑ 0
when ε ÝÑ 0.
Fix I be any subset of E of cardinality n. For every positive standard real number
ε, let QIε denote the image of Qε under the projection map R
E Ñ RI . The inequality
dimQ ă n implies that VolpQIεq ÝÑ 0 when ε ÝÑ 0.
Now for every standard positive ε we have the inclusion
pLog|fI |q
´
pLog|f |q´1 pΠεq
¯
Ă QI2ε,R.
It follows that
1
λn
ż
|fI |ppLog|f |q´1pΠεqq
dρ1
ρ1
^ . . .^ dρn
ρn
ď VolpQI2εq.
Since this holds for all I, this implies in view of inequality (k) of paragraph 5.1.2
that
std
˜ż
pLog|g|q´1pΠεq
|ω|
¸
ÝÑ 0
when ε ÝÑ 0.
5.1.9. — We are now going to describe two general methods which we shall use
several times to make the situation simpler.
5.1.9.1. Arguing cellwise on Q. — Let pQiq be a finite covering of Q by compact
polyhedra whose pairwise intersections are of dimension ă n ; for every i, let Pi be
the pre-image of Qi in P . Assume that statements (3) (a) and (3) (b) hold for every
Pi; then they hold for P . Indeed, let I be any finite set of indices of cardinality at
least 2. Then the projection of
Ş
iPI Pi to pR Y t´8uqE is equal to
Ş
iPI Qi, so it is
of dimension ă n. Therefore the theorem holds for ŞiPI Pi in view of 5.1.8; it now
follows from 5.1.5 that it holds for P .
5.1.9.2. Affine change of coordinates. — Let M “ pmijq be a matrix belonging to
MEpZq with non-zero determinant, and let v “ pvjqj P RE . For every point x “
px1, . . . , xmq in P we setMx “ py1, . . . , ymq with yi “ xi if i R E, and yi “
ř
jPI mijxj
otherwise. For i R E we set hi “ fi; for i P E we set hi “ |t|vi
ś
jPI f
mij
j .
Set P 1 “MP ` v; this is a pseudo-polyhedron. By expressing Log|h|, dLog|h| and
dargh in terms of Log|f |, dLog|f | and darg f , and the same with Log5 instead of Log
and |¨|5 instead of |¨|, we get equalities
ω “
ÿ
I,J
ψI,J pLog|h1|, . . . ,Log|hm|qdLog|hI | ^ darghJ
and
ω5 “
ÿ
I,J
ψI,J pLog5|h1|5, . . . ,Log5|hm|5q d1Log5|hI |5 ^ d2 log|hJ |5.
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Assume that statements (3)(a) and (3)(b) hold for pP 1R, hq. We are going to prove
that they hold for pΠ, fq.
There exist two standard positive real numbers A and B with A ă B such that
pLog|h|q´1 pP 1R,Aεq Ă pLog|f |q´1 pΠεq Ă pLog|h|q´1 pP 1R,Bεq
for ε small enough. Then
std
˜ż
pLog|f |q´1pΠεq
ω
¸
ÝÑ p2πqn
ż
pLog5|h|5q
´1pP 1q
ω5 “
ż
pLog5|f |5q
´1pP q
ω5
and
std
˜ż
pLog|f |q´1pΠεq
|ω|
¸
ÝÑ p2πqn
ż
pLog5|h|5q
´1pP 1q
|ω5|5 “ p2πqn
ż
pLog5|f |5q
´1pP q
|ω5|5
by Remark 4.14.
5.1.10. Proof of (3) (a) and (3) (b) when pω5q|W “ 0. — Assume that pω5q|W “ 0,
which means that the form ξ on λ5Q is zero. We are going to prove that
std
˜ż
pLog|f |q´1pΠεq
|ω|
¸
ÝÑ 0
when ε ÝÑ 0. By considering a cell decomposition of Q and using 5.1.9.1, we reduce
to the case where Q is a cell. If dimQ ă n we already know that the the required
statement holds (5.1.8); we can thus assume that dimQ “ n. And in view of 5.1.9.2 we
are allowed to perform an affine change of the coordinates indexed by E with integral
linear part; hence we can assume that there exists a susbet E0 of E of cardinality n
such that Q is contained in the subspace defined by the equations xi “ 0 for i running
through EzE0. The assumption that ξ “ 0 now simply means that ϕE0,E0 |Q “ 0.
We fix two subsets I and J of E, both of cardinality n. Let ωI,J be the form
ϕI,J pLog|f1|, . . . ,Log|fm|qdLog|fI | ^ darg fJ . It suffices to prove that
std
˜ż
pLog|f |q´1pΠεq
|ωI,J |
¸
ÝÑ 0
when ε ÝÑ 0.
5.1.10.1. The case where I “ J “ E0. — We then have ϕIJ |Q “ 0. Let P 1 be the
pre-image of BQ on P . Since ϕI,J |Q “ 0 we have
std
˜ż
pLog|f |q´1pΠεq
|ωI,J |
¸
“ std
˜ż
pLog|f |q´1ppP 1
R
qεq
|ωI,J |
¸
for all ε, and since dim BQ ă n the result follows from 5.1.8.
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5.1.10.2. The case where I ‰ E0. — Choose i P IzE0. Then since xi vanishes
identically on P we have for every ε
|fi|
´
pLog|f |q´1 pΠεq
¯
Ă “|t|2ε, |t|´2ε‰ .
Therefore there exists some positive standard real number A such that
|fI |
´
pLog|f |q´1 pΠεq
¯
Ă “|t|2ε, |t|´2ε‰tiu ˆ “|t|A, |t|´A‰Iztiu
for ε small enough (see 5.1.2). In view of inequality (k) of loc. cit., it follows that
std
˜ż
pLog|f |q´1pΠεq
|ωI,J |
¸
ÝÑ 0
when ε ÝÑ 0.
5.1.10.3. The case where J ‰ E0. — Since the operator J acts trivially on An,n we
have
ωI,J “ JpωI,Jq
“ p´1qnϕI,J pLog|f1|, . . . ,Log|f |mqdarg fI ^ dLog|fJ |
“ p´1qn2`nϕI,J pLog|f1|, . . . ,Log|f |mqdLog|fJ | ^ darg|fI |
“ ϕI,J pLog|f1|, . . . ,Log|f |mqdLog|fJ | ^ darg fI .
Hence we reduce to the case considered in 5.1.10.2.
5.1.11. Proof of (3) (a) and (3) (b) in the general case. — By considering a cell
decomposition of Q and using 5.1.9.1, we reduce to the case where Q is a cell. If
dimQ ă n we already know that the the required statement holds (5.1.8); we can
thus assume that dimQ “ n. And in view of 5.1.9.2 we are allowed to perform an
affine change of the coordinates indexed by E with integral linear part, we can assume
that there exists a susbet E0 of E of cardinality n such that Q is contained in the
subspace defined by the equations xi “ 0 for i running through EzE0. Otherwise
said, Q “ Q0 ˆ t0uEz0 for some convex polyhedron Q0 of RE0 . Since the result is
known when dimQ ă n by 5.1.8, we can assume that dimQ “ n. Then dimQ0 “ n.
Now ξ|λ5Q can be written
1
λn5
ϕ
ˆ
xj
λ5
˙
jPE0
d1xE0 ^ d2xE0
(with ϕ smooth). Then by 5.1.10 we can reduce to the case where
ω “ ϕ pLog|fj |qjPE0 dLog|fE0 | ^ darg fE0 .
Let µ : V Ñ GE0m be the map induced by the fj’s for j P E0. Since dimQ0 “ n
the tropical dimension of fE0 is n, which forces µ to be dominant, hence generically
e´tale. Let Z be a proper Zariski-closed subset of GE0m such that µ is finite e´tale over
the open complement of Z .
Let D be the affinoid domain ofGE0,anm defined by the condition Log5|T |5 P Q0 and
let D1 be the open subset of D defined by the condition Log5|T |5 P Q˚0. Let also sk
denote the canonical homeomorphism between RE0 and the skeleton of GE0,anm . The
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images under Log5|fE0 |5 of the boundary of D and the image of Z an under Log5|T |5
are of dimension ă n. Since we can argue cellwise on Q (5.1.9.1) we may thus assume
the following:
˛ pLog5|fE0 |5qpBW q Ă BQ0;
˛ the morphism W ˆ
G
E0,an
m
D1 Ñ D1 is finite e´tale.
These two conditions imply that µ|W is finite e´tale above D1; since the latter is
connected (it admits a deformation retraction to skpλ5Q˚0q), the degree of µ|W over
D1 is constant; let us denote it by d. The map µ|V is in particular finite and flat of
degree d above every point of skpλ5Q˚0q, whence the equalitiesż
W
ω5 “ p´1qnpn´1q{2
d
λn5
ż
λ5Q0
ϕ
ˆ
xj
λ5
˙
jPE0
dxE0
“ p´1qnpn´1q{2d
ż
Q0
ϕpxjqjPE0dxE0
and ż
W
|ω5|5 “ d
λn5
ż
λ5Q0
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇϕ
ˆ
xj
λ5
˙
jPE0
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ dxE0
“ d
ż
Q0
|ϕpxjq|jPE0dxE0
5.1.11.1. — Let η be a positive standard real number and set Qη “ Q˚0zpBQ0qη.
Let x P pLog|T |q´1 pQη,Rq. The point x belongs to pLog5|T |5q´1pQ˚0q, hence the
intersection µ´1pxqXpLog|f |q´1 pΠ`nℓq has exactly d elements. Let mpxq andMpxq
be respectively the lower bound and the upper bound of the set I of those u P r1, |t|´1s
such that
µ´1pxq X |f |´1p|t|´Π ¨ ru´1, usq
has exactly d elements. Since I is definable, if follows from the above that
std pLogmpxqq “ 0 and std pLogMpxqq ą 0.
Now m and M are definable functions; as a consequence, the lower bound of M
on pLog|T |q´1 pQη,Rq is equal to |t|Bpηq for some Bpηq with negative standard part,
and the upper bound of m on pLog|T |q´1 pQη,Rq is equal to |t|bpηq for some negative
negligible bpηq.
5.1.11.2. — Let δ be a positive real number. Choose η such that the volume of
pBQ0q2η is smaller than δ. Let ε be a positive real number such that ε ă minpBpηq, ηq.
Let Π1 be the subset of Πε consisting of points whose projection to the variables in
E0 belongs to Qη, and let Π
2 be the complement of Π1 in Πε. One hasż
pLog|f |q´1pΠεq
ω “
ż
pLog|f |q´1pΠ1q
ω `
ż
pLog|f |q´1pΠ2q
ω.
It follows from inequality (k) of 5.1.2 that there exists a positive standard real number
M (independent of δ, η, ε....) such that
ş
pLog|f |q´1pΠ2q
|ω| ďMVolppBQ0q2ηq ďMδ.
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Now since bpηq ă ε ă Bpηq the map µ induces a d-fold covering
pLog|f |q´1 pΠ1q ÝÑ pLog|T |q´1 pQη,Rq,
so ż
pLog|f |q´1pΠ1q
ω “ d
λn
ż
pLog|T |q´1pQη,Rq
ϕ pLog|T |qdLog|T | ^ dargT
“ p´1qnpn´1q{2p2πqnd
ż
Qη,R
ϕpxjqjPE0dxE0
“ p´1qnpn´1q{2p2πqnd
ż
Qη
ϕpxjqjPE0dxE0 .
Therefore ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
pLog|f |q´1pΠ1q
ω ´ p2πqn
ż
W
ω5
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď supP0 |ϕ|p2πqndVolpQ0zQηq
ď p2πqndVolppBQ0q2ηq sup
Q0
|ϕ|
ď δp2πqnd sup
Q0
|ϕ|.
Hence ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
pLog|f |q´1pΠεq
ω ´ p2πqn
ż
W
ω5
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď δpM ` p2πqnd supQ0 |ϕ|q.
One shows exactly in the same way thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
pLog|f |q´1pΠεq
|ω| ´ p2πqn
ż
W
|ω5|
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď δpM ` p2πqnd supQ0 |ϕ|q.
We thus have proved that
std
˜ż
pLog|f |q´1pΠεq
ω
¸
ÝÑ p2πqn
ż
pLog5|f |5qq
´1pstdpΠqq
ω5
and
std
˜ż
pLog|f |q´1pΠεq
|ω|
¸
ÝÑ p2πqn
ż
pLog5|f |5qq
´1pstdpΠqq
|ω5|5.
when the standard positive real number ε tends to zero.
5.2. Construction of the map ω ÞÑ ω5. — It is clear that there is at most one
such morphism of sheaves. We are going to prove that there is actually one. Let p
and q be two integers. Let U be a Zariski-open subset of X . Let ω be a section of
A
p,q on U that can be written
ω “
ÿ
|I|“p,|J|“q
ϕI,J pLog|f1|, . . . ,Log|fm|qdLog|fI | ^ darg fJ
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where the fi’s are regular functions on U and where ϕI,J is an pI Y Jq-vanishing
reasonably smooth function in S I,J,pfiq for each pI, Jq (we shall say for short that ω
is tropical on U).
Let ω5 be the sectionÿ
I,J
ϕI,J pLog5|f1|5, . . . ,Log5|fm|5qd1Log5|fI |5 ^ d2 log|fJ |5
of Bp,q on U . It suffices to show that ω5 only depends on ω, and not on the particular
way we have written it. One immediately reduces to proving that ω5 “ 0 if ω “ 0; for
that purpose we suppose that ω5 ‰ 0, and we are going to prove that ω ‰ 0. Since
ω5 ‰ 0 and since Uan is boundaryless, there exists a smooth compactly supported
pn ´ p, n ´ qq form η on Uan such that ş
Uan
ω5 ^ η ‰ 0 ([CLD], Cor. 4.3.7). Every
point of Uan has a basis of affinoid neighbourhoods V having the following properties:
˛ the restriction η|V can be writtenÿ
|I|“n´p,|J|“n´q
ψI,J pLog5|g1|5, . . . ,Log5|gℓ|5qd1 log|gI |5 ^ d2 log|gJ |5
where the gi’s are regular functions on V and where the ψI,J are compactly
supported smooth functions on Rℓ.
˛ The domain V is a Weierstraß domain of Ωan for some open subscheme Ω of U
(see 4.4).
Then we can find such a V with
ş
V
ω5 ^ η ‰ 0. Since V is a Weierstraß domain in
Ωan, and since η|V does not change if we replace each gi by a function having the same
norm on V ([CLD], Lemme 3.1.10), we can assume by approximation that each of
the gi’s comes from a function belonging to OpΩq, which we still denote by gi. Then
by replacing Ω by the intersection of the Dpgiq’s, we can assume that gi P OpΩqˆ for
all i.
Now set
η7 “
ÿ
|I|“n´p,|J|“n´q
ψI,J pLog|g1|, . . . ,Log|gℓ|qdLog|gI | ^ darg gJ .
This is a section of An´p,n´q on Ω. By 5.1 the integral
ş
V
p2πqnω5^η can be expressed
as a limit of standard parts of integrals of ω|Ω^η7 on suitable definably compact semi-
algebraic subsets of ΩpCq. Then these integrals cannot be all equal to zero, which
implies that ω|Ω ^ η7 ‰ 0, and a fortiori that ω ‰ 0. We thus are done with the
proof in the particular setting of 5.1.1.
5.3. Proof of (3). — We are now going to prove (3) in the general case. For all i
we set Pi “ stdpΠiq and Wi “ pLog5|gi|5q´1 pPiq Ă V ani ; we also set W “
Ť
iWi.
5.3.1. Reduction to the case where Πi “ Pi,R for all i. — Assume that (3) holds
for pPi,Rqi. Since stdpΠiq “ stdpPi,Rq, there exists a positive negligible element a
such that Πi Ă Pi,R,a and Pi,R Ă Πi,a for every i. Let ε be a standard positive real
number. By the above
Pi,R,ε{2 Ă Πi,ε Ă Pi,R,2ε
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for all i. Then it follows from Remark 4.14 that statements (3)(a) and (3)(b) hold for
pΠiq.
We then have for all standard ε ą 0 and all iď
i
Πi,εz
ď
i
Πi,α`a Ă
ď
i
Pi,R,2εz
ď
i
Pi,R,α,
so (3)(c) holds for pΠiqi with the negligible element α`a instead of α. We henceforth
assume from now on that Πi “ Pi,R for all i.
5.3.2. — Fix an index i. Let x be a point of Wi. There exists a Zariski-open subset
Ω of Vi on which ω is tropical, and such that x P Ωan. The point x has a Weier-
straß neighborhood Ω1 in Ωan; by construction, Ω1XWi is of the form pLog5|h|5q´1pQq
for some family h “ ph1, . . . , hN q of regular functions on Ω1 and some pseudo-
polyhedron Q of pR Y t´8uqN .
By compactness, it follows that there exists a finite family pVijq of Zariski-open
subsets of Vi and, for each pi, jq, a finite family hij “ phijkq1ďkďℓij of regular functions
on Vij and a pseudo-polyhedron Pij of pR Y t´8uqℓij such that the following hold:
˛ for each pi, jq, the form ω is tropical on Vij ;
˛ Wi “
Ť
jWij with Wij “ pLog5|hij |5q´1pPijq.
We set Πij “ Pij,R; for every non-empty set I of pairs pi, jq we set
˛ ℓI “
ř
pi,jqPI ℓij ;
˛ ΠI “
ś
pi,jqPI Πij Ă pRY t´8uqℓI ;
˛ PI “
ś
pi,jqPI Pij Ă pR Y t´8uqℓI ;
˛ VI “
Ş
pi,jqPI Vij and WI “
Ş
pi,jqPI Wij .
We also denote by hI the concatenation of all hij ’s for pi, jq P I; this is a family of ℓI
invertible functions on VI and WI “ pLog5|hI |5q´1 pPIq Ă V anI .
For every I, the form ω|VI is tropical. It follows therefore from 5.1 that
std
˜ż
pLog|hI |q
´1pΠI,εq
ω
¸
ÝÑ p2πqn
ż
pLog5|hI |5q
´1pPI q
ω5(o)
std
˜ż
pLog|hI |q
´1pΠI,εq
|ω|
¸
ÝÑ p2πqn
ż
pLog5|hI |5qqpPI q
|ω5|5(p)
when the positive standard number ε tends to 0, and that there exists a positive
negligible α P R such that
std
˜ż
pLog|g|q´1pΠI,εzΠI,αq
|ω|
¸
ÝÑ 0(q)
when the positive standard number ε tends to 0.
The equality W “ Ťpi,jqPI Vij can be rewrittenď
i
pLog5|gi|5q´1 pPiqloooooooooomoooooooooon
understood as contained in V an
i
“
ď
pi,jq
pLog5|hij |5q´1 pPijqlooooooooooomooooooooooon
Understood as contained in V an
ij
.
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If a is a small enough positive real number then for every i, j the sets
pLog5|gi|5q´1 pPi,aq and pLog5|hij |5q´1 pPij,aq are compact in view of assertion
(1). Hence for a small enough, the infimum mpaq of all positive real numbers b such
that ď
i
pLog5|gi|5q´1 pPi,aq Ă
ď
pi,jq
pLog5|hij |5q´1 pPij,bq
is well-defined. This is a doag-definable function of a that tends to zero when a tends
to zero. It follows that there exists a positive rational number ρ such thatď
i
pLog5|gi|5q´1 pPi,aq Ă
ď
pi,jq
pLog5|hij |5q´1 pPij,ρaq
for a small enough. We can perform the same kind of reasoning for the converse
inclusion, and by taking ρ big enough we can thus assume that we also haveď
i
pLog5|gi|5q´1 pPi,ρaq Ą
ď
pi,jq
pLog5|hij |5q´1 pPij,aq
for a a small enough.
We then have for all positive standard real number a the inclusionsď
i
pLog|gi|q´1 pΠi,aq Ă
ď
pi,jq
pLog|hij |q´1 pΠij,2ρaq
and ď
i
pLog|gi|q´1 pΠi,2ρaq Ą
ď
pi,jq
pLog|hij |q´1 pΠij,aq.
But then by a definability argument (using 4.7.2), there exist a positive negligible
element β P R and an element γ P R with positive standard part such that the above
inclusions hold for all elements a P R with β ď a ď γ.
By the same kind of arguments, we can increase β and ρ and decrease γ so that
we have for all I and all a P rβ, γs the inclusionsč
pi,jqPI
pLog|hij |q´1 pΠij,aq Ă pLog|hI |q´1 pΠI,ρaq
and č
pi,jqPI
pLog|hij |q´1 pΠij,ρaq Ą pLog|hI |q´1 pΠI,aq.
Together with (o), (p) and (q) above and with the additivity of both the
archimedean and the Berkovich integrals, this ends the proof of (2).
5.4. Proof of (1) and (4). — We use the assumptions of (1). Choose a finite open
affine cover pUiq of U . For every i, let pfijqj be a finite generating family of the
C-algebra OXpUiq. By our assumption on the support of ω and by Lemma 3.2, there
exists A P R such that the ω is zero outside the set
EA :“
ď
i
tx P UipCq,Log|fijpxq| ď A for all ju .
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We also set
EA,5 “
ď
i
tx P Uani ,Log5|fijpxq|5 ď A for all ju .
5.4.1. Proof of (1). — We are going to prove that ω5 is zero outside EA,5, which
will show that it is compactly supported.
Let y be a point of UanzEA,5. The point y belongs to Ui for some i. Let us choose
a neighborhood V of y in Uani zEA,5 of the form Log5|g|´15 pP q where g “ pg1, . . . , gmq
is a finite family of regular functions on Ui and where P Ă pRYt´8uqm is a product
of intervals, each of which is either of the form pλ, µq or of the form p´8, µq. Up to
shrinking P we can assume that for some ε ą 0 the pre-image Log5|g|´15 pP ` r0, εqmq
still avoids EA,5. Let ϕ be a reasonably smooth function on pR Y t´8uqm whose
support is contained in P , which does not vanish at gpyq, and which takes only non-
negative values. We shall prove that the form ϕpLog5|g|5qω5 P A p,qpUani q bR C is
zero; this will ensure that ω5 vanishes around y and thus imply our claim.
Since Log5|g|´15 pP `r0, εqmq is contained in UanzEA,5, the pre-image Log|g|´1pPRq
avoids E. As the support of ϕ is contained in P and as ω vanishes outside E, the
form ϕpLog|g|qω P A p,qpUipCqqbRC vanishes. But this form belongs to Ap,qpUiq and
its image in Bp,qpUiq is precisely ϕpLog5|g|5qω5. The latter is thus zero, as announced.
5.4.2. Proof of (4). — Assume moreover that p “ q “ n and let us prove (f) and (g).
It follows from (3) (c) that if the standard positive ε is small enough then
ş
EA`ε
|ω| is
bounded, and that
std
˜ż
EA`ε
ω
¸
Ñ p2πqn
ż
EA,5
ω5
and
std
˜ż
EA`ε
|ω|
¸
Ñ p2πqn
ż
EA,5
|ω5|5
when ε tends to zero (while remaining standard and positive).
But since ω is zero outside EA we haveż
EA`ε
ω “
ż
UpCq
ω and
ż
EA`ε
|ω| “
ż
UpCq
|ω|
for any ε as above. And since ω5 is zero outside EA,5 by 5.4.1, we haveż
EA,5
ω5 “
ż
Uan
ω5 and
ż
EA,5
|ω5|5 “
ż
Uan
|ω5|5.
Assertion (4) follows immediately.
5.5. Epilogue: a statement about ordinary limits of complex integrals. —
Our purpose is now to state a corollary of our main theorem in a more classical
language, namely, in terms of limits of usual complex integrals, without using any
ultrafilter nor any non-standard model of R or C.
Let us recall that M denotes the sheaf of meromorphic functions around the origin
of C. Let X be a smooth M -scheme of finite type and of pure dimension n, and let
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pUiq be a finite Zariski-open cover of X . For every i, let pfijq1ďjďni be a finite family
of regular functions of X ; for every subset I and J of t1, . . . , nju of cardinality n, let
ϕi,I,J be a reasonably smooth and pIYJq-vanishing function defined on some suitable
open subset of pR Y t´8uqni .
Since M is the field of meromorphic function around the origin, X gives rise to a
complex analytic space, relatively algebraic, over a small enough punctured disc D˚,
which we still denote by X . Up to shrinking D˚ we can assume that every Ui is a
relative Zariski-open subset of the analytic space X , and that the functions fij are
relatively algebraic holomorphic functions on Ui.
Assume that there exists a relative pn, nq-form ω on X whose support is proper
over D˚ and such that
ω|Ui “
ˆ ´1
log|t|
˙nÿ
I,J
ϕi,I,J
ˆ
´ log|fi1|
log|t| , . . . ,´
log|fini |
log|t|
˙
d log|fi,I | ^ darg fi,J
for every i.
The t-adic completion of M is the field Cpptqq of Laurent series. Fix τ P p0, 1q and
endow Cpptqq with the t-adic absolute value that maps t to τ ; let us denote by Xan
the Berkovich analytification of X ˆM Cpptqq.
Then there exists a compactly supported pn, nq-form ω5 on Xan (in the sense of
[CLD]) such that
ω5|Uani “
ˆ ´1
log τ
˙nÿ
I,J
ϕi,I,J
ˆ
´ log|fi1|
log τ
, . . . ,´ log|fini |
log τ
˙
d1 log|fi,I | ^ d2 log|fi,J |
for every i. Moreover ż
Xt
ω|Xt ÝÑ p2πqn
ż
Xan
ω5
when t tends to zero.
Indeed, let pznq be a zero-sequence of non-zero complex numbers such thatş
Xzn
ω|Xzn has a limit in r´8,8s when n tends to infinity, and let U be any
ultrafilter on C containing all cofinite subsets of tznun. Then applying our general
construction with this specific U (we recall that M embedds into our field C of
non-standard complex numbers) we see thatż
Xzn
ω|Xzn ÝÑ p2πqn
ż
Xan
ω5
when n tends to infinity. As this holds for an arbitrary sequence pznq as above, we
are done.
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